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ABSTRACT

Pyrolysis of hexane ha9 been carried out to examine

whether it is possible to carbonise and ultimately to graphitize.

Observation for isotropism or anisotropism has been made on the

microstructures of carbons produced from hexane,usinf, polarized~

light microscopy •.Differential thermal analysis (DTA) and Thermo_

gravimetric anelysis (TGA) have been employed to ascertain the

graphitizability of hexane •.
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CHAPTER - 1

INTRODUCTION

. 1-28
A number of workers hR.ve recoGhised thF.t. thA 8R.rly

stages of carbonisRtion process R.re important in decining whether
'the final pronuct of csrbonisation is Gr~phiticor not. Those orga_

nic me.terials ",hich ultiJr,etely produce e:raphitizing carbons p".S5

throuf,h a fusion staBe durinE carbonisation. 'I'hisis a TIP-cessary

but not the sufficient condition for graphitizable orgenic materials.

The most reme.rkable "lOrkby Brooks e.nd Taylor5,6 on the

structural conditions for. graphitizability have demonstrated the

,ignific2.nce of mesophase transforme.tion ",hich takes place as a

precursor state in all graphitizabie organic materi~ls during carbo-

nise.tion in the te!'lpere.tlly'e ranee J500C _ 6oooc. This transformation

is a liquid st~te structural transition in which the le.rge planer

mol'.cules formed by the reactions of thermal cracking and aromatic

polymerize.tion become e.lir;ned in a pe.rallel arre,;T to forI'Oe.n opti-

cRIly anisotropic liq.uid c~rsta 1.'

Mesophe.se is thus the precursor to r,raphitization anr.

this- phase is formed v.Jhenan isotropic. organic P'JP.terial is converted

into a mosaic texture. Nematic mesophases hR.ve been considered by

Brooks and Taylor5,6, DubOis et al11, Ronda et al12 e.ndMe.rsh et

al
1J

in their studies On carbon production. This phase separates
. .

from the isotropic matrix as anisotropic spherice.l ch'oplets on

cRrbonisation. V?ith the progress of carbonisa tiO;.1these spherical

droplets tend to coalesce under certain pressllre and terr;per2tl1!'e

conditions to give a nematic texture. This c.iscove:r-y of conditions
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for the formation of the spherical ~esophase has received the

2

greatest attention-in characterizin~ graphitizahl~ organic materiels.

Abrams,:i and Hacko",sky14 claimed that th~ size and -the

mosaic units are related to the de~r"e of plasticity developed by

the sample on carhonisation; the higher the plasticit,' developed

the greBte". the possibili ty ~f-obtainin~ orcler over larger areas

resultin8 in lrtr~er mosaic units.

From a thermodo~amic standpoint, the effect of pressure

is often co~petatitive ",it,hthat of temperature. In general, in-

crease in temperRture tends to melt a solid and produce RIess
orciered system; while increCl,.se in pressure tt:nds to maintain an

ordered phase. This creates the possibility thRt an isotropic

liquid phase of .2 carbonis.inp: system Pl;J.~lbe favourably transfo:rmerl

under pressure into An or,ticfllly Hnisotropic liquid crystal. This

crystal describes the eff"ct of pressure on carbonisation and its

relationship to the graphitizabilHy of the resultiri('carbon.

In the initial stp.~es of nucleation ano r:rm.1th, the carbo-

naceous rnesophase appears as 5m31l s~lerules which are suspended
in the optically isotropic matrix with a simple structure as illus_

trated in three dimensions in fig. 1-1. As observed with cross

polarisers, the extinction contours aye rather simple and define

the loci of poirts ",here the layers are parallel or perpendicular

to the plane of polarizRtion of the incident light. The layer planes

of the simple sp'"lerulesare stacked perpendicularly to the poler-

diameter. and curve to mp-et the ir:terface of the isotropic phase

normally.
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As carbonisation progresses y]ith increasin~ temperature

and dur~tion o~ heat-treatment, the growing mesophase spherules,

which are more dense than the isotropic parent phase, sink to the

bottoJ'l of the container, M,en the spherules coalesce, larger drop-

lets are produced Giving rise to 2 bulk Mesoph~se R~ in fig_ 1.2.
The bulk mesophase i5 en ense~hle of extinctjo~ contours, the

polarized-lir,ht extinction contours disp18.y nodes and maltese

crosses when observed ~ith cross_polarizers.

The first oroer red pla.te i.e. the f;Ypsumplate is inser-

ted at 450 between crossed polars ""ich "ives the violet red inter-

fer-ence colour at the end of tl1C first order; i r it suf.fers P. very

small subtractive ei'fect there is a very marked chanre to or;.J,,~gc

or yello",); vJhile if it suffe~s a ver:-! SITI211 aoditive effe"ct, the

red colour is raj,sed to indigo or blue. Usinr; this mAthod someti.:'18S

called sensitive tint method, chances in pleochroJsJ'l and in extinc-

tion contours for coa2.8sced and for defomed J'lesophase are usually

ohserved.

The process of the' forma,tiOD, cOCl.lesc8nce, Rnd deform2.tion
of the plastic mesophase estahlishes the basic eleJ'lents of the

graphite microstructure. The lin"".r sta cking .di scontinui ties, th" t

is, the nodal and cross-structures, are essentie-l features of the

coalesced. mesophase, and the nodal ~tructures are at least found

to persist in their bAsic form upto gjaphitization tp.mperatures.

The carbonRceous mesophp.S8 trRnsfom~.tion 1.Jhich determines

the morphology of 8raphitic products is thus considered as a pre-

cursor st2te to all graphitiz0ble org~~ic compounds. Ma~y workers
18, Z7 he-ve shmm the-t heterc-ato,"s .such 8.5 Hz, OZ' NZ, S etc,.
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present. in the feedstock M"teria~s May affect the carbonisin~ and

graphitizin[ behavior of an orGanic sample. These hetero-atoms can
form in part stable volatile by-products dur:Lng phyrolysis and

thus decreases t~e carbon yield. On the other hand, the hetero-

atoms .canaffect cross_linkege in the specL~en end then also reduces

the c?rbonisinr, e.nd Rr~p~itizin~c~aracteT of the sample.

The mechanism "here hydrocarbons under~o pyrolysis to

ferm elemental carbon is a cOMplex process involving gas_phase

decomposi tio.nreactions, nUcleation of liquid microdroplets, diffu-

sional transport of the nuclei to t~e surfrtce and dehydrogenation
" 22-25to form CP,rL~on •.

nressure not only increase the coke yield but also lo"ers the

c

temperaturp at l.)hich p~vtr/l:isis was completed. Ircrease of pres-

L

sure also improves pre-order and graphitizability of the residues.

Sirmltaneously, the microstructure becomes coarser and more iso_

tropic, i.e. the enlar~ed areas of optical anis?tropy exhibi,t no.
preferred orientation.

Little information is available in the open literature

on the influence of pressures on the formation of microstructure
in t'-eresl"du"s. S 1+ f t '" b . t" 28 ~fI _, orne Y'esu ,,5 0' 5 .UOles on caY' o.nlsa lon unue)'"

increasing pressu~e cave the followinr findings

(i) Increasing pressure does not ?nly increBse the coke yield

but also lm'ers the tel'lneratureat .,hich pyrolysis is completed.

('_"l') ,Increasi~~pressure changes mesophase mlcrostructure.



(iii)

5

Increasing pressure causes a pronounced segregation of

original insolubles and of artificial insolubles like carbon black.

The separated insolubles accumulate in the upper part of the pyro_

lysis vessel ",here as a highly ordered mesophnse "ithout insolubles

is found lower down.

'.
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CHAPr£R II

~ CARBONISATION AND GRAPHITIZATION

2.1 INTRODUCTION

CARBON is the sixth eleme~t in the periodic table. In

the elementary form, it occurs naturally in 'am0rphou~, forms as

coal, lignite, gilsonite and in more limited quc-ntities in its t"o

allotropic crystalline forms : natural graphite and diamond.

Carbon has an atomic "eir,ht of 17.0,1 on the chemical

scale. The' electron confi~urcttion of carbon is 1:;2 2S2 2p2. Out of

the six electrons in oR neutral-atom, four flre in --the outer L-shell

(2S2 2p2), and they are ah:ays availa ble for che",ical bondinf'. ",his

bondinf. is principally carried out by the excitation of one S-s~te

eleetron into a P-state, followed by orbital mixin;;. Sever'c,lhun:lred

thousand carbon-containing compounds ?,re known till to-day, becollse

of this unique CltOMic structure of carhon Nhich results in its

ability to react chemicfllly ,.dtll Most other elerJents, as 'Hell as

ool,,' to bond'with itself.

The process by which the non-cRrbon atoms such as oxy~en,

hydrogen, nitrocen or sulpher etc. are removed from the carbon-

containing rnateri8.1s when pyrolysed to- high teTIipera tures, is kno1tm

as 'carbonisationf•

At least three stages of carbonisBttor pro9:,sS can be

recoenised. They comprise a precar~onisation st~,-ge, an intermediate

st2E8 involvinE active deco~position, and a final stage in ~h~ch

residual traces of non-,cflrbon ele::--,en"ts '?,re'removed flnri SOme struc-
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tural rearranEement in the solid prorluct can occur. These stages

~,-,",

are not of course sharply defined

ding to the material concernedJ5•

they overlap and may va.ry aCCo-T-

Th'? cH".~bC)ni.sp.tlo!l .process is fol101-1ed by R reHrrangement

of order 101ithin the reP12.j.rJing carbon HtOri5 ~ivinf; rise to a greater

degree of order withir" the C2.rDOnproduced which develop a three-

dimensional order. Such development of a three-dimensional order

gives rise to a structure very close to the Hell-defined structure

of pure gr2.phi te "hich is temed as 'fr2.phitization'. In fact,

graphitization noes not occUr in "gr;:;p:titizctble carbons II untill

to Joaaoe is c"lled ,the"graphitization temperature range" which

The desiE'.rlp..tion "nongrRphitie cHrbon" i.5 used for carbo-

nAc,eousm"teri"ls when their pm.ider patterns shoH only diffuse'

maxima at scattering angles corresponding to the (001) and' (hKO)

injices of grE'.phi te. TheSE; rnateri'als are ?lso referred to as "amoY'_

phous carbon" or "pregra.phitic carbons." A variety of m2terials

belong to this class : cokes, chars, carbon blacks, and, in a larger

.sense, coals Ano anthracites. These m~terials may contAin other

elements, e.s., hydroBen, oXYEen, end nitro~en, but the carbon

atoms detemine the essenti"l feature,; of the structure.

I"',
\:-:
C
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2.2 - DIFFERENT FORMS OF CARBON

There are only two allotropic crystalline forms of carbon:

(i) graphite arrl (ii) diamond. Both exist in nAture and also

can be prcduced artificially fro]'rj maYJ:-~carbon containin~ fT)aterials.

The main difference bet, ..eFm these two 211otropic fo~s is determined

by the forces lying ~ithincrystallites.

Graphite is of a laminar structure and this structure is

the anisotropic,"allotropic form of carbon_ Each l.syer consists of

a very lC\ree number of carqon atOMS covalently linked to fOli'1 \.!hat

mEY be considered to be a hur,e pol~TJ1ucle;<r arom:ltic J"'j;.lcT''Jmolecule.

Erich lAyer is ~Jlp.ner, Or very ne~rly SQ. The p.ccepted ideal. crystal

structure which was fi.rst estahlished hy Bernal) (1924) is illustraterJ

in fig. 2.1. It is a stable hexaf,cnal l2_ttice "here tllPbeS?l planes

or layer planes consist ~)f open hexap:ons with inter_Clt,Or1ic C-C

distance being 1.41SoA (for strongly linked), and these planes are

stacked in an alternating sequence, the interplener distance beinG

).J54oA (for weak bonding).

Diamond is metastable to graphite. It is a face centred

cubic .rnate.rial "With each carbon ,atom bonded covalently to four

others in the form of a tetrahedron. The inter.atomic distance is

1.54°A. It is the hardest and most permanent of all kn01.m substances

due to the ri~idness of the tetrahedral covalent bond lattice of

the single macromolecule that forms the perf~ct c~Jstal. It has

~reat industrial importan~e in cutting, shapin~ And polishing hard
substances.

Three n2tural t:rpes of di~ondsare availAble
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(i) crystalline and cleaVAble diamonds, more or less off grade

and off color; (ii) bart, translucent to opaque, frey, or dark

brown, with a radiated or confused crystellin" structure (inferior

grades of crystalline diamonds are also c,,-lled bort); "-nd. (iii)

carbonado, frequently known RS a black diaMond, or carbon. It occurs

in an opaque, tou~h, c:r::stnllinB .ctf\t;:rep,2.te i-ii t hout eleRvC"f;e.

The graphi-te. is converted into di3rr:ond by the assist.?TIce"

of catalysts as well as high teplperatures and pressures. ThOUGhthe

structure of diamond (fig.2.7) is not the hexagonal, but Ercun and

1ero;)-.1have sholm that a hexagonal structure for diamo;-,d is possible.

Again Rt ordin2.ry pressure dit=q'r,ond chp.nc:es Spo!1t;::.nf'!ou~l:v to graphite

o 2above 1500 C ann at atmospheric pressu:re the fTrtphite is P. mer's

stable form of carhon.

?266 grn/ml, "hile for diamond the densit", is 3.53 [m/T'll. In the

gra~Jhite structure only threfJ oE U,a four valelCee electrons of

carbon fonT] regula.r co-valent bonds i-lith P.~.j<:d~ent carr.)Qn atol';s.

The fourth electron is free R0l it resonates between t~e

valance bond st~uct~res.The ~e~k Van der Waals' forces exist between
. planes, while 'the strong chemic<?,l bondinc foy-ces exist in thp. bas~~_l

planes. The bonding energy bet"een planes is only about 2%of that

within the planes4,5.

The 101ec;.k forces het".leen .l?yer pIp.nes a.ccount for (2)

the tendency of graphite me.terials to fracture "lo"[3 ple-nes, (b)

the formation of int.erstitial COI1DOUnc.s,(c) the lubricating,

(d) the cOrrJpressive, and (e) !"1.:1r.y other pY'ope!'ties of rra";)hit.e.



-For the hexaGonal graphite structure, the stackinG sequence

of the planes- is AB AB (fig. 2.1) so that the atoms in alternate

planes are congruent. A rhombohedral structure has been found to

exist in rr,anygraphites ,,,herethe stackinrr sequence is ABC ABC (fig
62.2). In 1q42 Lipson and Stokes 1-'ereable to shol' the_t this rhombo-

hedral lattice ",hich ;-'2,Sproposed by Deby" ann Scher:rer7 in 1917

fully accounted for the extra X-rao~lines found in SOme powder

phGtographs of graphites. The proportion of the rhombohedral form

-may-be-increased in graphites by grindingS which indicates that

the change arises from the movements of the layers of carbon networks

"ith respect to one another.

Plycrystalline carbon is the Clost nc_tural eraphi teo Per-

feet single crystals greater than 10,4ll'la:re quite rare, although
they can be produced 1,lithdifficulty. Most synthetic graphites,

mad" by high temperature calcination of "it'ch or coke blends, are

polycrystalline. Single crystals of graphite of large dimension

that occurs in some natural deposits can b~ obtained by Y'yrolytic

deposition of carbon from'cRrbonacfJouS v<'Ipours. The carbon deposi_

tion can take the forTI of highly oriel1ted layers under sui table

conditions. Subsequent treatment of this material can produce quite,

large single crystals of pure graphite, known as "pyrolytic graphite".

There are another form of carbon known as 'amporphous

carbon' apart from dial'londand graphite. All amorphous carbons

possess a small amount of order, although literally it means a

structureless form of carbon. The first application of X-ray diff_

raction methods t-~amorphous carbons', however, led to the concept

that they were also graphitic with their apparently amorphous
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ch8racter ~hich arises from the ve~l minute size of the cry~t2.11it~s.

These amorphous carbons can be prepared by the combustion of hydro-

carbons in an incomplete supply of air, i.e. carbon blacks, charcoal

and lamp blacks.

2.) STRUCTURE OF CARBONS AS DETEru'UNED BY X_RAYS

There are t1"O types of ce.rbons _ I'raphitizing and non-

graphitizing I soft and hard.

GrRphitizin~ cClrbons may be defined as those v)hich begin

to develop three-dimensionel order on heatinG to te!'lperaturesnear

.1700oC. Such type of carbons are produced by t"o !'lainprocesses :

(i) the deposition from the vapour phase and (ii) the solidifi_

cation fro!'lliquid or.plastic state to form cokes. Substances "hich

prociuoe !7,raphitizinfCcarloons fro!'lthe liquid or plastic state include

vitrinites of mediU!'lvolatile cokinG coal, high temperature coal_

ta:' pitch, petroleU!'lbitumen, polymers such as P. V.C and polynuclear

aromatic compounds. By heatinr: these substances, carbons ~hich ar8

coke like in appearance are obtained and they sho" complex patterns

of optical anisotropy.
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photoGraphy method. These intermediate type of structures in "hich

the three_dimensional graphite structure is partly developed are

called "graphitY~ carbons". Such formations have been giVen by

Frenklin9 •.Also .:,hosecarbons "hich on heating to tempe,atures

bet"een 17000C and )OOOoC sho"ed a continuous change from a non-

graphitic to ? graphitic structure 'h'ere called 1'graphitizing carbonslt•

These t"o types can he distinguished in terns of the relation

between crystal hf'ight end crystal diamf'te, on heat-treatl'lent

which arf' Sh01-'nin fir:.2.) wherf' L is the everage layer distahce

and }1 is the mean value of the number of la,!ers per crystallite.

Grap~itizin5 carbons Are generally TAlatively soft and

are of high apparent density. Such carbons possess little micro-

porosity and are relBtivel~~rich in hyctroEen orlol; in oxyfen,

sulpher and nitro~en.They were termed RS 'soft c~rbons'by Mrozo-
wski10• During the early stARRS of the carbonis~tion process

Franklinll considered that the crystallites in the graphitizinG

carbons 1.Jere fRirly mobile and that in the region of 1.0nOoC, a high

proportion of the crystallites lay nearly parallel to each other.

Weak cross-linking was sUPPosf'd to exist between the cry~t8llites.

A model reproduced in fig. 2.4 1.,asput forwaro by Franklin for the

structure of a graphitizing carhon. X-re,y data also suggested the

movable nature of the "hole layersor ~roups of.layers with the rise

.of the heat-treatl'lenttemperature, but the most significant factor

was that the neighbouring crystallites had to be nearly parallel.

The layer planes were linked together for the crystallite gro",th.

Non-gr2.phitizin? carbons are generally hard .carbons and

are of low appare~tdensity. Such type of carbons have a high
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microporosity ~nd are relatively Tich in oxy~en, sulpher and nitrogen

or low ir hydrogen. They were correspondingly called hard carbons'

by Mrozowski10• AGain Franklin11 put forward a model ,.,hichis sho;m

in fig. 2.5 to account for their structure. In this model the para-

llel layer groups were oriented at all angles and were joined tOG€-

ther at their extremities, thus accountin[ for the microporosity.

10ith the increase of the pyrolysis te~peratures there was some

growth in the basal plane direction by incorporation of disordered

carbon atoms at the edges of the crystallites and the other carbon

atoms acted as linkaGes between crystallites.

2.4 THE CARBONISATION PROCESS

Many workers have mAnti0neo th2t the eMrly stages of

carhonisation process occurs during the temperature range.between

350°C and 600°C and this stage is most important in determining

tLe ability to graphitize at high temperature. 11 SUIlW1P,ryof the

~orkdone by some authors is given b~lo~.

Some of the properties of carbons made from a range of

polymers and one polycyclic compound were described by Kipling et
12. ",,1 • }lainly, the carbons could be divided into bw groups; those

which became graphitic at temperatures of 2700° or above and those

"hich remained non-graphitic. Kipling has investigated the relation-

.ship between fusion during carbonisation process and the ability

of the resultan'C carbon to graphitize subsequently at a hir,her

temper~ture. If the organic materials passed tnrough a fusion stage

under specific conditions, they could be formed into graphitic carbon
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which had been later sUGgested by KiplinG et'al 13. 14 These

specific conditions were such that the pyrolytic aromatic struc-

tures formed in the residue during carbonisation readily oriented

to fom graphite. It was confirmed hy using polarized - light

microscopy15.

Taylorl6 undertook p, detailed stud:, of the m,icroscopic

changes exhibited by, a vitrinite ",ith the progreso of cp.rbonisation

using optical I'lpthoas. Observations "ere l',aae on a thenr,p.lly

metamorphosed coal. The vitrinite. ",hieh in its unaltered stpte

WRSanisotropic, beC81Tle isotropic C'.no" thi~ t:r8nsi ti on ,,:as folloHed

under controlled conditions in 'the laboratory. The change from

anisotropy to isot~opy has beer: found to occur ;:It c. temperc:.ture

slightly below that at which the plHsticjty became r;ee.sllrahle.The

change from isotropic plp.stic vi t~'inii.e to 2..nisotropic semicoke

vJaE indicated by the appe~.!'ance of small spherules initiRlly of

mioron size, in the isotropic vitrinite. forming e.s a separate

phase. These spheres were found to grov; in size "t":ith the rise of

heat-tre2.trnent tempe-rature p. t the expensE:! of the pIastic vi tY'ini t,e

"hich eventual::'y coalesced to :form p, mosaic structure ahout the

resolidificRtion temperAtu:re.

The spheres which later becar;e units of the r;osaic texture,

had an interestin8 pattern of behaviour in singly and doubly

polarized-lirrht. A particular structurB hRvinf a strain effect ~as

brou['ht forHard to account for this' hehaviour. It ",as believerl that

this structure 1-Jasinherently ireprobeble as tecause the strain

effects ~eTe infact of little L~portp.nceto account for the o~served

optical properties an~ hence another ~odel havin~ a stress effect
, Iwas put forward. Using electTo~ diffraction ann optical techniques,
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the original structure ",~as l?tcr varifj,ed' by Brooks and Taylor17, 18

The three-c1imensionai" structure of a simple sphere has been S'101'm

in the introd\Jctory chapter (firo. 1.1). The layers consist of con-

densed polycyclic aror;Rtic cOPlpounds",hich are aliEned 'perpendicular

to the polp.r dip.r,eter out curve to meet the interface with the

isotropic ~~trixat R hi~h Anfle. The poles constitute anomalous
. .regions, but this is not sufi'icipntly reflected in the spherJ.cMl

drcplet. Spheres i,jere fll~o founc1 to AppeA r on heRtin~ hi tumen,

pi tches, PVC, naphthacene anc1di- benzpnthrone, p.ll of "hich produce

graphitizing carbons. Th!,,"bw phase li~uic1 stp.te structural trans-

formation is kno,.:nAS 'C.!1.rhonEl.ceous !'1esophrtse fO!'P1?tion' or 'liquid

crystal formation'.

Brooks anc1Taylor concluder. th"t those Pl,eterip.ls "hich

finally produce 'grCl.T:'hitizing cwrboTls pt-!ss throur:h a fluid stRtE

dUl"inf the earl~,r staGe of c3rhonisatjon vJhjch e;er.erR.lly- occurs i;}

the temperature ranp:e bet"een 350°C anc1600°C. In the final stafcs

of this fluid phr:<.sea sP-co~d ph;~se hAving .?cnisotropic stTllctur(~ i;:;

found to develop ann this str',Jcture persists into the semi-'COKE"!

beyond. They also concluded t~8tany ~olid-surface appeared to be
a preferred site for MPsoph2SP. ~rowth and thMt the nucleating effect
of solids increased "'I-liththRir avail,!"l.ble surface a:rea. HO'Volever, it

is now thought tha't nucleation is not the principal mechanism in

mesophase forv.ation, but the gro~th of the anisotropic liquid

crystals occur ?t the expense of the isotropic liquid phase19•

hhite et 2120 investigated the microstructure of the
coalesced mesophase fOY'Tned in the carhonis2.tion coal-tar pitch.

This was done hy usinG the ;col;\rizeci-lisht micro.graphy. They notice~
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that the structural features of 'the coalesced mesophase were similar

to those found in electron micrographs of graphitized materials.

In the polarized-light extinction contours, the prominent features

were the nodeE ann malt~se crosses which did not move when the plane

of polRl'izRtion of the incidpnt -liCht \-Jas rotp-ted. These nod;:!.l

points 'WeTe found to correspond to two typef' of linear defects in

the stacking of the aromatic layer planes.

There are four tj']'esof linear defects in the stacking

of the mesophase layer planes21• The" are (i) co-rotating node (ii)

counter-r9tating node (iii) co_rotating cross and (iv) counter-

rotatinrr cross. The terms CD- Bnd counter- rotRting nodes and crosses
indicates whether the extinction contours moved 1.,ithor against the

direction o'frotation of the plane of pola.rization of the incident

White et al concluded that the processes of the formation,

coalescence and deformation of the plastic mee,sophase established

the basic elements of the e:raphite microst!'uctur~, Le. the pare.llel

alignnent of the aromatic layer planes and the re_arrangement of

the cOMplex folds in the fibrous regions.'

The linear stackine: discontinuities, namely the nodal

and cross structures, were essential characteristics of the coale-

sced mesophase, and at least the nodal structures were found to

persist in their basic form upto.graphitization temperature. Row-

ever, they did not appear to be involved in shrinkage cracking,

fold sharpening, the formation of mosaic blocks and kinks which

occured during pyrolysis. Later ~nite et a122 extended their studies

to include graphitizable materials such as coal-tar pitch and petro-
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leum coke feedstocks and arrived at similar conclusions. Honda and

co_w~rker32J supplemented the works of Brooks and Taylor by exami-

ning in Much mor8 rietail, the t8mpereture effect and resident times

upon the ~r0wth and physical properties of the mesophase in pitches

and e,lso they found that tempereture and heat-treatment. duration

Bp.re essenti~lly complernenta!JT factors.

During the early stages of carbonisation Ronda et a124

used crossed polarizers ",ith a EYPsum plate in a polarized_light

study to investigate the microstructures of the carbonaceous mesophase

~
\

developed in pitches. Usinf( this technique i.e sensitive tint tech-

nique, changes in pleochroism and in extinction contours for coal-

esced aDd for deformed mesophe se were observed. This method permitted

distinction oeb,een crosses and nodes ar<1 so enabled four t.ypes of

linear defects in the'stacking of the aromatic layer plenes to ce
21identified. These "ere. similar to those S8en by White et al but.

"ere no" termed as (i) y-tY1Je co-rotating nodes; (ii) U-type

counter-rotating nodes; (iii) X-type co~rotating crosses.aDO

:~;": iI$

to that of Vlhite21 probably because of opposite direction of rota-

(iv) O-type counter-rotating 'crosses. This notation is opposite

tion of the plane of polarisation '01'the incident light. Honda

also explained schematically how the crosses and nodal structures

were formed by the coalescence of t"o simple spherules and the

deformation of such coalesced mesophase. h~ittaker and Grindsta~f25

found that the rlltes of fOl"l'lation,growth and coalescence of the

mesophase sphere" varied from feedstock to feedstock aDO that the

type of molecular structure in the original feedstocks and the.type

of structures developed on pyrolysis had a sienificant influence
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, '.on the resulting coke structure. C~rbonaceous mesophase formation,

a liquid state structural transition of optical anisotropy has also

been found to occur in a few aromatic organic compounds26,27 as a

prerequistite to Graphitization.

2.5 PRESSURE EFFECT ON CARBONISATION

28 2° 30 31Walker et al ' / and Karsh et al' performed the,

extensive studies on the carbonisation of some organic compounds

and coal-tar pitches under extremely high pressu~es (~3Khar).

The use of low pressure seems to be lo~ical for producing high

carbon residues by fa vorins the fOTr'lp.tion Rml 85eBpe of volatiles.

Any concii tions 'Which 'Would favor moleculnY' rea.rrange!1ent or incre-

ased molecular weight mey also favor a hifh degreA of carbon-carbop.

cross-linkinG or carhon - packing density. Pressure does control

solubility, viscosit,r, dAnsity and phase separations ",ithin the

sys'Gemduring polymerisation and carbonisation, all of ",hichmay

influencA the kind and degree of croso-linkin", in the polymer and
28carry throup;h pyrolysis and carbonisaJion • Carbotli.s"tionof well-

kn01,:norganic compounds under moderate pressures has been reported

by several ,investigators.

Fitzer and Terwiesch32 studied the effect of a gas pres-

sures upto 100 bar on'coke yield from conventional pitches. It was

observed that upto 5500c the maximum coke J~eld~ are achieved at

pressures of ahove 'laO bar. Under pressures upto 2r:0 hal', Some

results on ~tudies "lith conventional coal-tar and petroleum pitches

33, YJ. showed that increasins pressure not only increases. the coke

yield but also lowers the temperature at ~hich ~rrolysis is completed.
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It was also observp,d that incre~sing pressure improv8s pr8-order:.~

and graphitizability of the residues. Increasinp pressure gives

rise to a pronounce9-seGregation of n"tural insolubles of conventio-

nal coal-tar pitches "TIdof artificial insolubles like corbon-black.

1\ highly oroered I'lesophase "i thout insolubles is found .to he depo-

sited in the lOFer part ",hereas t.he separated insolubles accumulRte

in the upper part of the pyrolysis vessel. Fig. ?6 shm.]s that the

spherulite size of isotropic carbon fanned under one set of carbo-

nis ation conditions de~reases, steadily \~ith increr.Lsing pressllre of

polymerization. It was also observed th2t th8 lo~er_pressure polJrme~

could lead to the production of spherules "hich 1wuld coalesce in

part.
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CHAPTER _ III

THE PdLARIZING MICROSCOPE'

).1 INTRODUCTION

The use of the reflected polarized-liFoht at normal inci-

dence in the study of the structure of metals and alloys may be
•

divided under the following two headings:

(a) exe.mination of the structure.l charp,ct.eristics of

a homogeneousphase and (b) indentification of inclusio~s and

differentie.tion hett,een various phases of a complex struct.ure).

•

J...
"

Both anisotropic and isot.ropic phase can be investi-

gated for grain-size, incidence of twinnine and general deform~tion,

and degree of preferred orientation. For a study of anisotropic

rnaterie.ls, sections mp,y be polished e'.ther by sui table mecha_

nical or electrolytic methods, but for isotropic materials it

is necessary to prepare the surface in such a way that the

reflection of pole rized light is mac;ledependent on the orien-

tation of the metal.

The polarized_light technique enables us to detemine

quantitatively t~e optical properties of transpRre~t, translucent

and opaque m~ter~alsby studyin~their influence upon reflected P.S

"Jell as transmitted polarized_liaht. This techniqne "as initiallyu <
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restricted to mineralogy; but in recent years, it is being widely

applied in the field of metallurEY, chemistry, biology, crime detec-

tion, military intelligence, medicine, ceramic technology and vari-

ous'branches of industrial technolo~y. Various aspects of this
(1-16)technique have been described in detRil by R number of authors.

Hallimond has discussed the design and use of the polarizing micros-

cope. Conn and Bradsha",2 h'lvedescribed its applic'ltion to met'lls

and ores. Mott and Haines}

examin'ltion'of a number of

have discussed its application to
, 4 '

anisotropic metals. Marshall' and

the

have discussed optics of c~1stals. Hartshorne 'lndStuart6 have

given 'lgood description for the microscopic examination of uniaxial

and biaxi'll cryst-;ls under polarized-licht. A review of the use of

polariZinR microscopy in or~anic chemistry Rnd tiology is also given
by Vickers 7•

Recent st-lldies by sevp.ral groups on the structural con:3.i-

tions of graphitizability have established the fact that polarizpd-

li~ht microscopy has been found well_suited to the studies of carbo_

nisation and graphitiz'ltion because ('l) the strong optical char~c-

teristic of the graphite crystal ber-ins with the parallel alignment

of mesophase molecules and (b) the high viscosity of the mesophase

permits microstructures formed in the plastic mesophase to be cooled

to room temperature with little apparent disruption, Thus the pola_

rised-liGht response on a section polished at room temperature can

be used to identify the orientation of the intersections of mesophase

layers with the plane of the section. 110st mi,crostr-ucturesare

brought out with best contrast when the polari'ers are crossed.

Under this condition the extinction contours define the loci of

layers lying either parallel or perpendicular to the plane of
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polarizetion-of the incident lisht And the specific orientAtion

cen be distin~uished for any particular reGion by the use of sensi-
tive_tint plate.

).2 THE POLARIZING MICROSCOPE

Generally the polarizing microscope is an ordinary compound

microscope provided with calcite polarizing prisms, or more usually

no", discs of 'polaroid' above and helo", the stag", and some conven-

ient means 'of altering the orientetion of the object with reference

to the plane of vibration of the lifht inoident upon it. There is

a provision to inse~t the Ruxilirl~!lenses and compensators into
the path of the light through the instrument.

The polarizing microscope has undergone many modifications
hecause of its wide applications, but in nrinciple all types are

the same and do not differ essentially from one another. The arrange_

mer.t of the main components of a typicRl Monern polariz-in::. P1icroscope

are described below ._

The incident lip,ht passes throup,h the polaroid disc, the

polarizer, and is thus constrained to vibrate. in one plene only.

The polHrizer can be rotated in its own plane and the angle of

rotation can be read against a fixed mark from divisions on the

metel ring in wh:.ch it is mounted. A sccond polaroid disc, the ana_

lyser, is mountec in the body tube of the instrument. The analysRr
CRn be rotated or "I.Jithdr;n.;nfroJ1i the field of vieVJ to enable 2.

sRmple to be viewed in uppolarized-lifht. vmen both the pol~riZer

and an::ll~Tser aY'e i!l 00 - 00 position (a~ marked in the scale) they

'.,

"."

'.
I
l



are said to be in "crossed position", and they will not permit liGht

to reach the eye-piece so 10nR as the medium between theM is entirely

isotropic. This is because light emerginG froM the polarizer is COM-

pletely extinguished by the analyser according to the principle

underl~'inl>the well knoFn HHlus's experiment in optics.

The specimen under investiGation, mounted in a guick-

setting aCr'Jlic resin or on a glass slide, is placed on a circular

stage. This specimen, which can be held in position by means of a

clamp attached to the stage, is capable of movement in two direc~

tions in the plane of the 5t~rre.To permit easy return to a certain
specimen point the co-ordinate positions can be read against milli-

meter scales. The stage can be rota ted in ;.ts own plane and is

provided with centering screws and 'click stops' at intervals of

450• The angle of rotation of the stage. can be measured on a degree

scale. The staee is alsc provided with a.clamp to arrest the moti(Jrl

if so desired.

Above the objective lens is a slot in the body tube of

the instrument, through which. the compensator or tint 'ple.teis

inserted. The tint plate, which is a eYpsum plate (some times

called first-order red plate), is placed at a.n.anGle of 450 to the C1

.vibration pla'rlesof the polarizer an:!'the analyser. when they are'

in the crossed-position.

Also, there is a Bertrand lens in the.microscope body

which can be swung into or out of the field of the view. This Bert-

rRnd lens and' the eye_piece act_ to~ether to constitute a low_power

microscope which can be focussed on the upper focal nlane of the

objective. ~he ITJedn pu:",poseof, this combination is, h01.J8ver, to
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gi\le An r.;nl;:;rged irn.?-i~8 of t1l8 int.Brfere!1ce fi;'.11res 'Which are fomed

in this plane under certp.in comiitioDS. There is ;l.D iris diRphrafr.l

(sop;etimes cal:Cen "in-hole stop) above the Be!'trann lens "hich can

"be use-:~to isnl:4 tf' thfO~i:lt.erference fiFure of the cr:',TstF:l occupyinr

t.he centre of the field of Vj.8'VJ wher. severp.l P.1'P. prespnt. The

cond e!1sing 18!15 SystAf']"is situRted between the rotatinf stage

-,

and the polp.r'ise!'. Its p!'imer,,' fUYlction is to hring the incident

light to a focus in the plane of the specip;en as in a compounO

microscope. The eye-piece lens syste", is fitted to the p;icrosope

body of the binocular type, having a certain Magnification. This

together with the diffe!'ent objectives pronuces the over all magni-

fication.

The illumination of the mic!'oscope is provined by a low

volta"E' 15 ,.'att quartz-ionice bulb, the p01,er supply of "hich is

cont)'cllen f!'om a regulatinr- transfomer. This lamp geYl8rally

operates on 6 V. 15 "att a-c supply anel oontains e fixed cOnOenser.

The bulb is inse!'tec in a well-ventilated housinf' "'ith a circular'

opening for the eMission of light.

The body tube" of the Microscope al10't'ls R camera adapter

to be fitten after the analyser. The adaptor is supplied ",ith ,a (i

definite magnif~~ng eye-piece. The camera used for photography is

a 35 111"1 Kem ES - 2.
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Modes of Observation in a Polarizing Microscope

"", .

Thel"e e.re two e.rre.ngene'1tsfor observe.tions in e.pole.ri-

zine; microscope. These are the orthoscopic ctrr?.ngerne-nt ..:J:nd--the"'.

conoscopic arran~ement.

The detail description of this b.w arrangements Ar:

described below :-

3.2.1.1 Orthoscopic arrangement

The orthoscopic e.rre.nfenentis the.t e.rre.nperJpntin which

the series of pare.llel incident re.ys tre.vel dlonc the se.me.crystallo-

graphic direction l.:'ithin t.he crystRl, and 81so this arrAngement is

similAr to an o:rdinrlry compound microscnpA 'Which i~ ;,"lr.~.'."": ir: fig.

this type of observ~tions.

Firstl~T, removing both the polt-'_rizer C'.no ;:n:-1l:,.'ser' [rolf.

their positions, observations CAn be made on colour, c~lstal~ine

form, cle~ve.Ge ~nd fr~cture, tqgether with the deterPlinetion .of

the refractive index of. isotropic crystals.

Secondly, the principal refractive indices of anisotropic

crystals can be determined e.fter.inserting the polarizer. Observa_

tions on pleochroism (which is the variatio'1 in colour or tint

resulting frOM differential absorpt:ion of "hi te light) ~nd' twink-

line: (which is the variation in relief ,.,hena cr:rsu.l having a

12,rge double refraction is rotated in an i:T:..'r1!srsion rr:edium i,.1hose

refractive index is near to one of those of. the crystal) may also

be made by only inserting the polarizer.
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Thirdly, "ith the insertion of hoth the- polarizer and

the an~lyser in the crossed-position, distinctions can be made

between isotropic and anisotropic substancf'ls and rnepsurer.l.ents can

be made on extir.ction angles.,

Most of the observations on the polcrizinf, microscope

are done "ith both the polarizer and analvser inserted in crossed

position. Some of the effects of observation through the polarizing

microscope are given helo" e.ncidetails are explained let.er.

All non-opaque subst.ances ce.nhe divided into t.HO ETOUPS

in accordance Nit'!1 their beh~_vioY'betl'leen crossed polAYs, n~Plely

isot.ropic and anisotropic substances. The isotropic substances

remain dark, like the rest. of the field of t.hemicroscope "hatever

be their orientations. On t.heothpr harri, ~nisotropic substal"'cPs

~ill appear coloured o~ rotation in most orient~tions rtnd only in -
certain definite positions Hill become dark.

The reason for this difference in beh2vior is that in
isotropic substances light vibrates'with p:qua~ 8Rse in ever>J direc-
tion Clnd the wave sur'face S88ms to be same sphere~ So, Nhen such

a substance is placed on the stage of the microscope het.Heen the

crossed polars, it does not interfere at all in any 'jay ,.,ith the

direction of light vihration, and the field remains dark as the
empty, st.age.

On the other hand, when an anisotropic sDbst.ance is placed

between crossed polars, the plAne pol?rised light err,ergin[ from the

polarizer is dout1y refracted on enterins thA crystal, the two rays

vibrating in planes at rieht ancles to one ar-other, and travelling



with different velocities. Similarly, light reflected by a polished

anisotropic surface is polarised in.the two principal directions

at right angles to each other and so, the tw~ rays travel' with

different velocities.

The c~rstal will become dark at intervals of 900 from

the extinction position and will hecome gradually illur-,inatedbeinr-

brightest at 450 from the extinction position. The section extingui-

shes when the traces of its vibration directions become parallel

to those of one of the polars, for in such positions, the light

from the polariZer .is not resolved in the crystal, but passes on

to the analyser uncharged as if there is no crystal on the stage,

and hence darkness results.

The colours observed in the positions of illumination

are known as "PolarizBti~n Colours". The polarization colourssh01m

through the polariZing microscope depend on the optical path diffe-

re:'1ce hetween the ordinary ray and the extra-ordinary "rAY e. IT- the

ph?,~e retardation bet")Ben the two r~~Js. The amount of retardation

depends on the wave velocity di:f'ference and also on the thickness
of the c~rstal plate. Since th~ wave velocities are inversely pro-

protional to their respective refractive indices, therefore, the

path difference may be expressed by the following formula:

R = (~ - nZ)t •

where (~ ~ nZ) lS the difference between the two refractive indices

for the ordinary and the extra-ordinary rays, arrl 'tt the thickness
of the crystal plate.
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The phase difference between the tvlO cOf!Jponents of velocity on
:...: .
• el'1ergencefrom the crystal is r;ivenby 2TT R

7\..

where

and

R the relative retardation

th~ ~~V8 -lenGth of incide~t-lif,ht.

If in ~.Jhitelif.ht the sR;'1ple is vle~.}edand at the sarrte ti.me its

thickness is varied fro~ zero to & finite qUAntity, R sRries of

different colours '-Jill be found. This is bec~use increafling thick-

ness introduces a phase ctiffF.!rence bet"Jeen the b.Jo comp'onents of
•

velocity r:lnn consequently constructive Rnd destructive intel~ference

occurs At different thickness fOT different ,.)p,velenc:ths. The

colours are ar~".?nf,edin thE: oY'ner of Ne1'Jtoni8n coloti!' 5CP.le. h'ith

the ,increp.se of thickness, the colours beCOJ'Tie further And further

complex becanse of ovp.:rlR.p~i~l[ of t11e extinction bands for different

parts of the s~ctru.'t'!1, Due to over lClpping pale pinks Rr;d green

colo"G.rs J11erge into \.Jhite.

The b'jo, rei'leC+.JInees helonE:ing to the: princj.p;; 1 uirectio::;~',

in a surface !T1::ty VRY'7:i independently accordinp t? thF vCtve lenr.th

of lihht used fo!' bi:rpflectinp; substances, 'VJhere the t"lO princ~pRl

directions represent hlO characteristic tints in white li[ht. Since

it has analo~y with pleoch~ism in transmitted liEht, so, it is

sometimes called "reflection pleochroism" which depends on the

absorption. The retio of the intensity of the reflected li[ht to

that the incident beam of light (i.e. the reflectance) is determined

by both the absoyption and refre.ctive index.

!;5 the st8ge is rote,ted under pole.rized light illQ~ir-jation,

the reflected lif'1t Ch2.n~R5 in ti!!t through the arLrr:1,xtu:re in v2-!':yinE;
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pr.oportions. of the b.'o component tints and t!18 changes obtained

are two principal colours, but in incline~ sections the tints

remain the same. In a biaxial c~!stal.t~ere are three principal

colours elY1d the effects for inclined sections are rrlore complicRted.

An il:lportant aspect (;f thesE vCl.riation.s is that the hi.~reflection

for the spction varies r::reA.tly itJith the 1~F.ve lenGth fa!' the b.;o

principal directions. This kind of .bireflection is known as "Dis-

persian of the .hi-reflection" •. It Ccnlses very c1istinctive colour
•effect,S i.;hen thA srtIT1ple is exp.mined ~.fter H,-'ljustinE the t\.~o polHrs

in crossed or ne~1.r the c:rossed-pos"ition.

).2.1.2 Conoscopic arrangement

Folerizinc microscope irJ conoscopic 1'":OC"1.eip. shm.:n in

a diaphrap,M are inserted in this arranr:e~ent in aoditior. to the

orthoscopic arrangement. The jcmici-Bertrand lens converts the

micr05COpP into a 101>] pm_ler telescope focussed F.t infinity. ThE;
•

subste.ge condenser cPuses the object on' the stafp. to be illurninateci

"by a cone or lifht rat-he!' thp,n by ct bundle of np2.r-parallel rAys

for the cO!1scopic case. "By various means, l,lhen it is possible to

examine the optical charp..cter in many dir~ctions 2,t one "and the

same time; an important additional infoY'M~tion may be obt~ined by

passing a stronGly 'convergent beam of light through the crystal.

This is done by viewing between crossed po12rs, not the image of

the crystal, but another optic2"1 im?£ie fOrrled in the p!'incipal

focus" of the obiective hv the st:ronFlv converrrent beF.ms of If;-::ht.'- ~- ", ~"~ "

T~is opticF,l im2Sp. is called the "interference fir;urell• F..?ch point
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in the field corresponds to 2. f,iven direction throuf'h the crystal.

The Bertrand lens ann the eye_piece co~stitute ct system used to

examine the interference pattern in the back foc~l plane of the

objective •

.The interference fiE;ures produced in"'a eODoscope can be

classified into t~o bro2d divisions - one is for uniaxial crystals

and the other is for biaxial crystals. The former pattern consists

of concentric circles knm-Jnas 'isochrom8s'. 1, pattern in the shape

of a maltese cross is being superposed on them. The arms of the

cross are kno~n 85 tiso~rrest.

There are only ODe 9ptic Rxis in a. uniaxiRl crystal. So

with the rotation o~ the stage, the pa.ttern remain unchanged pro-

vide" that the o!'tic axis is centreel and perpendicular to the stage.

The isorrres retain a broad cross sha!'8 when t;he crystal. section

par&llel to optic axis is used. Rotation of the stage causes the

isogyres to move in and out going rise to e. 'flash fi~ures'. These

phenomenaare discussed in detail at a later section of this chapter ••
In a biaxial crystal there are hiO optic axes, the lines

bisectinp, the ,,'cute angle between them is calIed the "acute bisec-

trix". Whena crystal_ sectioil is viewed norrml to the acute bisec_

trix, the interference figure consists of t1..JO eyes or melatopes-,

which mark the points of erneY'Bence of -the optic axis, surrounded

by 1;.!hitecoloured bands of equal retClrdation. On the- interference

patterns are superimposed the iSOQTT8S forrninr H c!,oss when the

line joininf both melRtopes lies pR:rellel to ej.the:r !,oleriser or

analyser .. The ann of the cross passinf t)1!'ouSh the I'lelCitopes is
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narroHer than the "other. Rotation of the crystal away from this

position causes the cross to break up into h", hyperbolic brushes

which are centrec1 on the melRtopes. The isogyres revolve in a c1irec-

tion opposite to the moveMentof the stege.

3.2.2 Types of Illumination Used in Polarizing Microscope

There are three types of illumination generally used in

the polarizing microscope :- these are (i) bright field (with

and Hithout polars); (ii) dark field and (iii) phase contrast.

Bright field illuPiinatioY! is thHt one 1-Jherethe 8r1pty

area su!"rouroinr; p.ny p,?rticul;:;,r specimen bf'inG cbserved under the

microscope ?!'re~rs brip.ht. This can he observed in t\.TQ different

Firstly, 'When both the :!101arizeY' Hnd RnRl'lrser HT'8 removeG.

from the microscope y;hich is the sj.tuation for the norn?,l cOmpOU:1c1

irlicroscope. As Fl result the ohservp.tion c?n he mC!de on colour,

crystalline form, cleavage and fracture to[!ether "ith the deten:.,i-

nation of the refractive index of isotropic crystals.

Secondly, when both the polarizer 2nd ani--tlyser 8.T'8

inserted in crossed position together with a compensator or tint

plate. The compensator is m~de of a flake of clear gypsum (or

selenite I'{round) cleaved to a thickness such that the pla.te produces

a peth difference (i.e. retardation) of on8 "ave length for :ve110;'

light (-v 575 n", ). The plat.e is 0.062 rJC1thick and it extinp'uishes

the yello ....j liGht so <'.5 to produce c?n i'!iterfpY'ence colour nR~,rfirst-

" I



'or'de!' red in l.lllite liT':ht. The gypsum plRte .;ssists in the determi-

--nation of exact extinction positions. Slir:ht rotation froJ', the

extinction position results in a chance of cJlours.

DR.:rkfield illumin? tion is that one \"heT't=' the 8Plpty Sp9 Cf'

surrounding ?ny'pRr-c.icule:tr s!)f:~cirrJen,ApPp.~.rs onrk. It is oht?ined

tint pl?te heing relT,o~led. Only t~os'e portions of the li[ht diffracted

by the specirwD pnSS into the objective, the ul!0iffracted r~.ys heine

extinguishee by the crossed polClY's rl-.J8to the dire~tion of illumina-

e:v::amin~;tion is provided 0::' uecenterin[ the beE!.;"']of incicient. 1if-ht.

ever, ;lnd di.ffey on17/ slif,htly, frof'j tllei:; surr01.~ndj.nr""~ i:;: Y"efractj~Jl"

incex or in thicknps s, they 1'Jill or'GiYl2..ri ly not be vis ibIt='. I-c, is

neverthless possiblR to convert the phpse chw::f,es }lTQQuced hy such

phc,se. co.ntrast rr;icroscope~ devised in 1.935 b~'l Zer"Jike, functions

in this \':<1Y.
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me.chined a circular groove. The difference beh,een the thickness

-of the plate ann the nepth of the Groove is of the re~uired size

to produce a ph~se nifference of 1800 between a liGht ray passing

through plate and one.passing through the groove.

Each ohjective lens is used irl conjunction ,,-lith one ,of

the annular discs containen in th" connense:r so that.'only an e."'Bulus

of light from the condenser reaches the phase plate in the upper

focal plane of the objective illw,ineting only the groove. When a

specimen is observed the diffracted rays pass through the centre

of the phase plate, anel interfere ",ith the unc1iffracted :rays pE.ssing

through the an",ulus. The:refo:re,this effect changes small phase

differeClce into l":rge amplitude differences. This -makes it possible

to see the detail in a crystal wh:,ch would normally be transparent

in reflected as well as in transmitten light. The illumination of'

thf,field from nark to bright can be adjusted by means of an iri.s

diaphragm contained in the objective lens close to the phase plate.

3.3 BASIC PRINCIPLE OF A TINT PLATE

The'basic principle of a tint plate is shown in fig. 3.4.

Sometimes tint plate is called the g,rpsum plate because it is usually

made of a cleavage sheet of gypsum (also called selenite).

The relative retardation between the t"o tTansmitted

components which is eque.l to one ",e.velengthof yello", liGht ("-575nm) ,

is equal to the thickness of the plate; hoen it is inserted beb,een

the crossed polars, different interference colours a:reobserved at



the enn of the first orner. This is also eellen the First-order.

rec.l plate because, if it,suffers :.l ver;y s1"19_11subtrFtctivG effect

there i.s very marked chp.nG8 to orar.e;e or yellow, ,.:hile if it suffers

8 very s;r1?l1. e,dditive Effpct thA Teo cc-lm-H' is raised to indigo or

iclue.

~h8 pIC'.te is sometimes m2ne 0:;-" cle;.:;v<'-!r:e S}H~P.t c.oL' mica or

;; plClte oJ..quartz ground to the riFht t.~;ick!18SS.The Plost comJion

compensators 'are .quarte,r I,j;:jver.;iC2 plate (al-so <;al:p.d the quarter

unduhtion plate/. First-oroer red or unit-I'pte.rdp.tion plp.te (some

quarter Nave mica plate is V:2oe oi' 2. shBet or muscovite T:lic~. cleaved

to such a t~ickness thE.t one transr.-d_tted conponent is retarded .;'i

ouarter of ~, ,",'Rve of ye~.Jn,,,, liCht behind the other, i.e. b~T pbout

145 n~n.By itself beb.!een crossed pol~,!'5 the plc:',tt': ~,ives ~ p~1p.

e:rey interference colouY'.

the identificp-tion of inte:rf.-;rence colf)l.J.T~.shm.;n bet •.,Jeen cross8C:

pol?rs. These arc cryst?l plE'tes or \-]f~~1eeSof knoirJ!1 optic orien:ta-

tion and relative retarDation, suit.?hly !T:ountect •.so t.h.?t t'hey C2Yl

,be inserted into the Microscope ~lot just belm,] the anp,lyser" inter-

cepting the light beam. If the vibration direction of the slot

throueh the tube is at 45° to'the vihra,tion direction of thp: polf1rs

in the'ir crossed position then the caMper-sator I".ClSt. be mounted so

thnt one of its vihration directio;;s is pRr,;...llel tr' t:\'18 plate ,.jhen

it is inserted.

~he stage of the micY'CJsco:!=-'8- is turnf;.~, so 2;-" t.c b:rinr; one
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of the vibration directions of the specimen parallel to the slot

Le. at 450 to an extinction position. Inserting the compensator

it is noted that."hether the effect of this is to (a) raise or

(h) 10\oJerin !-'c1.,toncolour scale; the ori['inal colour sho\oln by

the specimen. If the correspond in" vibration direction of the spe-

cimen end cOMpensator be Tnrallel, then it is ce.lled the additive

effect. If the vibration direction of the specimen and compensator

are in opposition it is called the subtractive effect.

In general, the first-order red plate is more suitable

for specimens Sh010Jing a very low colour since, ov::ingto the sensi-

tive colour of the plate, additive and subtractive effects are

sharply distinguished.

).1, OPTICS OF CRYSTAL

To tClke account of anisotropy for optics of crysta 1 ,,;[

,""

•

must gene~c lise the rna terial eque.tions J = 6 E

B =.M H.

We introduce the di-electric tensor fKL and the conduc-

tivity tensor(O;Kl for anisotropic media. Combining Maxwell's

equations and the general material equations Fresne18 arrived at

a fOrMula. for the propagation of light in crystals and also led

to the concept'~f the O-ray and the E-ray, "hich travel at different

speeds in the crystals. O-re.y obeys the laws of refracti-on and

E_:ra~,T does not Cobey the laws of refraction. A sixrlple geometric

model based on the O-ra'y am E-l'"ayleans to the explan2!tion of
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many of the phenomena observed in crystals.

If we view the basal section of a uniaxial crystal in

converging polarized beam of light, the rays not travelling along

the optic axis are doubly refracted (fig. 3.5). At the upper surface

rays 0' and E' derived from a given pair of incident parallel rays

EE which travel along the same path, vibratinf in planes at right

angles to one another. Onp,of these rays will have been retarded behind

the other ~ an amoUnt which depends upon the direction of their paths

"through a crystal. When ~he retardation of one ray behind the other

is e~actly one ~avelen8th or any wholp. multiple of one wave length,
darkness results due to interference. All emergEmt rp.,'sso allied

to one another lie on the surfaces of an infinite number of geome-

trically similar cones coaxial with thp,optic axis (fig. 3.6) and
the locus of their focal points in the interference figure is a

circle which gives risp,to the series of concentric rings, called

"is"chromes" in thp,interference pattern (fig. 3.7).

The o_ray vibrates in the pl;lne containinr: the ray and

a line normal to both the ray and to. the optic axis, while E-ray
vibrates in the plane containing the ray and the optic axis.

The directions of vibration of 0- and F~ ra,Tsare shown in fig.

3.8 by small double - headed arrm,s. The O-rays vibrate tangentially

and the E-rays radially. It'is obvious that the vibration planes

in the polarizer and analyser are along the directions FP' and !lA'

respectively. The interference figures are brightly illuminated

within the dark rings at extinction position. Such typical inter-

ference .patterns are shown in fiE' 3.7 which are in the form of a

maltese cross. The arms of the maltese cross are called "isogyres".
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The field in the central portions remains derk because the rays

are normal to the crystal section e.nd travel parallel to the optic

.axis. The interference figures are frequently very diffuse in white

liGht. v!hen thEe crystal is in the extinction position for parRllel

light, the hyperholic isop;yres enter into thEefield in the form of

a broad cross in the centre eno ~ove very repidly. During the rota-

tien of the staGe thT'ou~h :l fel-; de~!,ees, the isoGyres occupy the

centre of the field ann the> impressio!1 of a Mornentar;.r darkening

of th".whole field is seen. Such figure is called a "flash figure".

l:men rrt;,rs of convergP!1t liGht €:1ter the section of a

biaxi<?l crystal not alonr; the optic Rxis, double -refr::l.ction takes

.place. The wave fronts of these rays travelling along. the optic

axis are brou[:ht to " focus in the interference fiGure e.ttHO

points called the "~.ielatopes"which being extinguished by the

analyser, appear dark. All other rays e~erging from the crystal

are made up of boJO components, dj_ffering "in phase and vibratinG

in directions at right anGles to one another (similar to uniaxial

crystal), and theref"r.':r..resultine: in interference in th" ana.lyser.
,.'*' I':"~'

lCmerge)1t'raysfor Hhich the retardation is the same lie on conical.~
surfaces sllrroundine, each optic axis, the sections of ,the cones

b"ing nearly circular when the inclination to the optic axis is

small, and becoming more pear-shaped as this inclination increases;

at still greater inclinations the surfaces merge so as to surround

both the optic ax.'e.s.The relative a r;';.<":;:,.Af.! Fni:". of' !'spresentative

surface corresponding to retardations of A., 2A, )7\. etc. for a

given 1"lavelength of li~ht is illustrat~d in fiC- 3-9- Ench Eurfa'ce

(together with its allied parallel surfe.ces) produces a rinE of

focal points in the interference fiGure simile.r in shape to its
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••
:~::..- tr.a'ce upon a horizontal plane. Such an interference figure cons is_

•
'ting of '~woeyes or melatopes surrounoed by coloured bands when

viewed under white light is shown in fig. 3.10.

To an appreciable degree the absorption of one or more

bands of j'Javelength of the visible s'pect!'um, the crystals and

f:lasses appear coloured b3r reflection or transmission. Absorption
ccnsists in a p!'ogressive decli~e in the amplituoe, and as a result

the intensity of li;rht decrec:1ses ~s it penetrates more and Plore

deeply in the medium anrl in Most cases the energy lost is converted
to heat. The solutio~s of such equetions are ",ell kn01.Jnfor the

'8metallic surfe .~e, but not for Absorbing cryste.ls. Born and Holf

derive the exprp.ssion~~ faY' the c<\se of F1 partially absorbinf( and

transmitting material. Fo~ this phenomenon the fundamental 1"eRSOn

is that'the f,'equency of the incirlent li'fht is the same os the

natur,ol frequencies of vibretion of the eleet!'on systems of the

satTIe crystal, So tr1<?,t a ret:onance effect takes place (which comp~n_

sates the absorption effect).

In anisotropic cr,'stp.ls thE ebsorption depends on the

, vibration direction of the lirht. Thus the two polarised components

of a ray of monochrcmatic light are absorbed in different,propor_

tions and'also ",hite liGht tra.nsmission colour differs considerRbly;

and similar for the. reflection colours. This phenomenon iskn01.Jn

as 'pleochrois~f. This is one o~ Most important optical studies
by the polarizinp, microscope.

. '.

" "'
\
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planes in polarizer end angiy s prj.
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CHAPI'ER - IV

OPI'ICS OF ISOTROPIC SUBSTANCES

INTRODUCTION

Those materials through which monochromatic light travels

with the same speed., regardless of its direction of vibration are

called isotropic media. Isotropic substances transmit light waves

with equal velocity in all directions. In addition~to.glass and

crystals of the isometric system, a.vacuum, all gases, and most

liquids are isotropic with respect to light. Within isotropic

media, the vibration direction of a light ray is always perpendicular

to the ray path.

The ray-velocity surface lor a point source in an isotropic

medium is a sphere coincident with the wavefront. Geometric construc-

tions showing how light. is reflected or refracted are based on

Huygen's principle, which states that any point or particle excited

by the impact of wave energy becomes a new point source of energy.

Thus every point. in a reflecting surface may be considered as a

secondary source of radiation. having its own spherical ray-velocity

surface.

Both anisotropic and isotropic phases can be investigated

for grain-size, incidence of twinning. and general deformation, and

degree of preferred orientation. For a study of anisotropic materials,

sections may be polished either hy suitahle mechanical or electro_

lytic methods, hut for isotropic materials it is necessary to pre-

pare the surface in such a way that the reflection of polarized
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light is made dependent on the orientation of the metal).

Carbons obtained under a certain range of pressure and

temperature consisted of isotropic spherulitic particles upto 10 run
in diameter9 • carbons produced by treating the same polo~er at

atmospheric pressure in flowing nitrogen were also isotropic, but

gave no indication of spherulitiC,bodies.

4.2 REFLECTION .

A fundamental law of reflecti~n states that the angles

of incidence and reflection, measured from a normal to the reflec-

ting surface, are equal and lie in the same plane. This plane is

called plane of incidence. Fig. 4.1. is a Huygenian construction

in the plane of incidence or' incident e.nd reflected light waves.

The we.ve fronts are drawn exactly one we.velength (A) ap2.rt both

before and after reflection. The angle of incidence is 'identifiEd

as (91 and the angle of reflection as e{.

~., Light energy following the rays' genere.tes'spherica'i-'wai're-

lets about point sources in the reflecting surface, and the wave-

fronts for the reflected light are obtained by locating planes

(lines in the plane of the dre.wing) tangent to each family of in-

,phase wavelets.

In fig. 4-1 right angles e.bc and e.'bc share a hypotenuse
•and are similar, and angle B1 is equal to angl ••e1 •

(4- 1)
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The extent to.which light is refl~cted frDm a surface depends upDn

the nature Df the surface. If the surface is flAt end highly pDlished,

nDne Df the li~ht seems to. CDme frDm'the surface, and the reflected

Dbject seemS to.lie beYDnd the surface. This type Df reflectiDn

may be called regular (specular) reflectiDn. If the reflecting

surface is rDugh, it seems to.be a SDurce Df light. This results

in diffuse reflectiDn. Luster depends upDn the manner and quality

Df light reflectiDn. That light penetrates reflecting bDdies is

shDwn by the fact that the intensity Df reflected li~ht is less

than that Df the incident light.

4.3 REFRACTION

In ~eneral, light waves passing frDm Dne translucent

medium to.anDther are bent Dr reflected. This is nDt true >'hen
I

the light falls with perpendicule.r incidence Dn a plane cDntact

b~t'Ween two mediCi or 1-Jhenthere is total interilal reflection. The

pDwer Df a substance to.refract light waves is sDmetimes described

as refringence. Substance Df high r~lractive index have hiGh refrin-

gence; thDse Df IDw refractive index have IDW refringence.

In fig. 4-2 it is suppDsed that light waves in vacuum

(air) are incident, with ,an angle Df ~ncidence ~1' Dn a plane

surface Df a translucent medium. These waves are reflected as in

fig 4-1, but we'are no.,"mDre cDncerned with the behavio.r Df the

light waves as they penetrate the translucent medium than ,.,iththe

reflectiDn 'Df these waves.
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In the translucent niedilirJ,V1> V2 and also 1\ 1,)7\"2 '

_. ... =
7\2

= f (4-2)

Since V = fr.

From fig. 4-2
a'b = bc sin 81

and ab = bc sin e 2

In triangle a'bc,

a'b is proportional to both V1 and 711
and in triangle abc

ab is proportional to V2 and 7\ 2

(4- 3)

(4-4)

•..
ab

= = = = n (const.)

-'!---

which is an expression of Snell's law. Here n is the refrac-

t~ve index.

The index of refraction, as defined above, appl~es without qualifi-

cation to colorless optically isotropic substances; but, in aniso-

tropic substances having two or three principal refractive indices,

the definition should be phrased more precisely. In isotropic

substances light waves transmitted along rays move in the same

direction and with the same velocity as the associated wave front.

However, in anisotropic substances the velocity of the wave front

in the direction of its normal is not necessarily the Same as the

ray velocity.
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4.4 TRANSMISSION OF LIGHT AND THE ISOTROPIC INDICATRIX

4.4.1 General Concept of the Indicatrix

The optical indicatrix illustrates ho", the refractive

index of a transparent material varies accordine to the vibration.

direction of the li~ht wave in the material. (monochromatic light

assumed); Consider an infinite number of vectors radiating outward

in all directions from a common point within the crystal. Each

vector is drawn proportional in length to the crystal's refractive

index for li~ht vibratin~ parallel to that vector direction. The

indicatrix is a surface connectin~ the tips of these vectors. The

vectors themselves are omitted when this ..connecting surface is drawn,

but in fig. 4.3 a few are shown for illustration. The indicatrix

is purely a method of rationalizing optical phenomena. As such, it

furnishes an orderly frame work whereby the optical phenomena asso_

cieted with transparent crystals may be interpreted, remembered;

and predicted. (It is particularly careful for anisotropic crystals.

For isotropic media, however, indicatrix theory is not partlcularly

advantageous, chiefly because of the simplicity of their optical.

4.4.2. The. Isotropic Indicatrix :

In isotropic media, by definition, the index of refraction

does not change with the vibration direction of the li~ht. Conse-

quently, all the vectors relating refractive index to vibration

direction are of equal len~th, and therefore, all isotropic indica-

trices are perfect spheres (fig. 4-3). Transparent ~lasses, liquids
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and isometric crystals _ not under strain - are characterized by

such indica trices.

Optically isotropic translucent substances transmit light

of a particular frequency with equal velocities in all directions.

Examples of isotropic substances are unstrained isometric crystals,

many unstrained liquids, and gases. An excellent example of an

isotropic isometric crystalline substance is fluorite, CaF2 as shown

in fig. 4.4.

Consider ~,o types of electromagnetic radiation incident

on a crystal of fluorite. Relative to the dimensions of the unit
o

cell, X radiation such as CuK radiation (wavelength 1.5418 A) has

a wavelength of the same order as the inter-atomic distances and

can detect the locations of individual atoms and planes of atoms.
oHowever, if Na-light (wavelength in vacuum = 588~ A ) is incident

on the crystal, an entirely different situation exists. The refrac-

tj.ve index of fluorite is 1.4)4 for Na-liESht and, accordinES to the

equation

0.

"1 5889

"2 (4-6)

ThewavelenESth of light with the frequency of Na-light
:. 0

in the crystal is 4,106 A • This ratio of this wave length to the

edge of the unit cell is 4106/5.44 = 754.7. That is, the.wave lenESth

of the light .is many times greater than inter-atomic distances.

Electromagnetic radiations with the limited rar~e of frequencies

of visible light can not resolve details of atomic or molecular

structure (as do X-rays) and pass through substances as .energy
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pulses with widely separated maxima and minima, compared 'to atomic

or molecular spacings. Large families of atoms or molecules are

involved in the dislocations superimposed by a single energy oscil-

lation. Because the atomic nuclei are heavy and very small and the

electronic atmospheres surrounding the nuclei are relatively light

and diffuse, it is assumed that most of the energy is'transmitted

by systematic dislocations of the electronic atmospheres surrounding

the nuclei.

Light energy passing through the symmetrical fluorite

crystal, accordingly, can not detect anything more than that the

composite electronic atmosphere is statistically the same in all

possible directions of transmission, and the lir;ht ty.avels with

the same velocity in all directions. The same is true in most

liquids or gases.

In anisotropic substances such as crystals with lower

syrwetry than isometric crystals and in strained liquids or gases,

the electromagnetic osci11ations encounter statistically different

dispositions of atoms and molecules in different directions, and

the velocity of light differs in different directions.

The interaction between the crystal and incident trans-

verse oscillations, according to classical electromagnetic theory,

results in simple harmonic transverse. oscillations within the

crystal, and the velocity of transmission is strictly dependent

on the direction of vibration of the transverse oscillation.

Assuming that a light wave in an isotropic substance

vibrates at right angles to the direction of its propagation, the
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passage of 1ight throue:h the mediUl'lcan be related to a sphere

called an isotropic indicatrix (fig. 4-5). All radii of the sphere

are equal to n, t'1e index of refraction of the medium for a pa!,ti_

cular ~avelenGth of incident light; the radii give the refractive

indices in the directions of vibration for all waves originating

at a point source. ,The "ave corresponding to a particular radius

of the sphere travels at right angles to the radius with a velocity

proportional to lin

4.5 ,COLOR

'If the-electrons in atoms "or molecules have natural fre-

quencies of oscillation of the, same order as those of the superim-

posed electrom81Y,netic osc~118tions (li'ghtwaves), any or all of

the component colors of white light may be effectively removed

during transmission because of the phenomenon of resonance. Under

conditions producing resonance, substances absorb maximum amounts

of incident energy, and the electromagnetic oscillations are effec-

tively damped. Damping is related to the kinds of atoms or molecules,

and, in crystals, to the structure and the manner and kinds of

bonding. -A substance that is illuminated by white lif'ht and trans_

mits only a blue color has damped out certain oscillations for

other colors or, in other words, has acted as a light filter.

Color depends in a complex manner not only on the int,er_

action of light with abundant chemical constituents but also on

atomic arrangement,_ impurities, and structural defects in crystal

structures. An exa~ple of color dependency on crystal structure is
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seen in diamond and plack, nearly opaque graphite, both consisting

of carbon but having differ~nt arrangeflents and modes of bonding

of the carbon atoms. Impurities disseminated through crystals in

minute microscopic to submicroscopic inclusions IT,a;, react with

transmitted light to produce color by selective absorption, or,

if the inclusions are very small, by scattering of light of certain

frequencies (the Tyndall effect).

The chemical elements that are most effective in produ-

cing colors in transmitted or reflected light, whether they are

integral components or are present as impurities, are the transi-

tion metals. Important and relatively abundant transition elements

are tttanium, vanadiUM, chromium, manganese, ir~n, nickel, copper

and zinc. Differences amonr the transition elements are attrihuted

to differences in the underl:vinr shell of electrons rather thalO

to the outer valence electrons. In transition elements a lov energy

photons or pulse of light energy in the visible region can dislocate

an electron from one energy level to another ~ith comparacive ease,

a process in which light energy of an appropriate frequency is

absorbed so as to produce colored transmitted or reflected light.

structural defects in crystals under certain conditions

cause absorption of light of certain frequencieE. When the defects

react with white light to produce color, they are identified as

color-centers. the simplest type of color center is an "F" (Farben)

center and is a negative ion vacancy in the crystal structure which

has captured one or flare electrons. It is supposed that absorption

of light of one or more frequencies results from interaction between

•
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the light and the captured electrons. "F" centers are produced by

various processes in'cluding bomhardment by high _ energy radiation

and chemical treatment.

An elegant approach to an appreciation of the nature of

absorption of light energy by solids and liquids is, found in modern

summeries of crystal or li~and field theory.

4.6 ISOTROPISM AND ANISOTROPISM

The determination of the nature of t]"e optical indicatrix

for a particular crystal is simply performed by examining interfe-

rence figures. However, on the universal stage orthoscopic proce-

dures are rela tively, simple and consist of determinine: "hether the

crystal is isotropic or anisotropic and, if it is anisotropic,

whether'it is uniaxial or biaxial. Proof that an anisotropic crystal

iE, not uniaxial is sufficient indication the tit is biaxi" 1.

The procedure below gives satisfactory results with most
0,;10.

sections of crystals. If the results are inclusive for a particular
,"".

crystal, search for ,another crystal of the same substances and t!"J

again. All operations are performed between crossed polars

If the grain remains dark during rotation ahout ~ (Fig.
4-6); proceed as follows:

A.

B.

Rotat8 section a few degrees ahout A2' Then rotate about

A4' If the section remains dark, the substance is isotropic.

If the section becomes illuminated, return sta,ge to rest

. .
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posttion, and then rotate a few de~rees on A4• If the section is

still dark, return stage to rest position, rotate a feH degrees on

At and then rota~e a few de~rees about A4' If the section is aniso-

tropic and remains dark during rotation on ~ before 2,nd after

rotation about At, the substance is uniaxial and_is cut normal to

ehe optic axis. If the section is illuminated after rotation on A4
either before or after rotation on At, the substance is bi2xial

and is cut normal to an optic axis.

II. If the section is alternately extinruished and illuminated

durin~ rotation about Ai' A3, or AS (M), proceed as folloHs, after

returning stage to rest position.

Rotate section to extinctJ_on on Ai and then rotate about A4•

If the grain is illuminated, return A4 to rest position

and rotate section 90 degrees to next extinction position. No~

ro'tate on A4' If section remains at extinction, it is uniaxial.

If it becomes illuminated it is biaxial.

2. If in operation ilA the section remains at -extinction,

return A4 to the rest position and rotate the section through 90

degrees on Ai to the next extinction position. Now rotate section

a feH degrees about A2' and then return section to extinction by

rotation about Ai' If, after this manipulation, the section remains

at 'extinction during rotation on A4. the substance is uniaxial. If

the section is illuminated, the substance is biaxiaL
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4.7 OPTICS OF ISOTROPIC CRYSTALS

The theoretical back ground of the optical studies was

provided largely with the aid of the mathematical treatment due

to Drude6 in 1887. This was followed by practical applications to

microscopy initiated by Wright? in 1919. Starting from the Maxwell's

equations and dealing with the special cases of normal incidence

on a surface normal to an optical symmetry plane, Wright gave a

summary of the' theory.

When the reflected light can be represented by two plane'

polarized components at right ancl'es, subject to a phase difference,

'. such cases were dealt ,with more directly by Woodraw, Mott and Haines8•

The incidence of light upon the surface of an isotropic

material makes few demands on the indicatrix theorY. The crystal

surface in question is assumed to pass through the indicatrix centre,

and the resultant intersection between surface and indicatrix is a

circle of radius proportione.l to the crystal's ,refractive index for

the light. In indicatrix theory such a circular section indicates
,.-

that the crystal "permits" the entering light to vibrate ,wtthil)

the crystal in the same direction (s) as it did prior to entry;

that is, the light is not required to vibrate parallel to a parti-

cular direction in order to pass through the crystal. Thus, unpola':'

rized light (Fig. 4-?A) remains unpolarized after entry into the

crystal whereas polarized-light (Fig. 4-78) maintains its same

pl~ne of polarization after entry.

Since isotropic materials can not alter the direction of

polarization of the entering light, an isotropic grain, vie"Jed. . '.

I-t! '
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between crossed nicols, always appears extinct (that is transmits

no light), even durinf, a J60-degree rotation of the stage (The

possibility of optical activity is here disregarded). This property

thus serves as a test for isotropism. The following explanation will

clarify:
The iight from the polarizer passes through the crystal

with its N-S vibration direction unchanged (Fig. 4-8A). At the

analyser, however, which is usually set to transmit only E-W vibra-

ting light, all this light is absorbed, the analyser acting as

though opaque to this. light. The situation is considered vectorially

in fig. 4-8B. Here OP represents the amplitude and direction of the

light vibrations from the polarizer thAt have passed through the

crystal. However, vector OP has no component parallel to A' A',

the direction of light vibration transmitted by the analyser. Conse-

quently, not. eVAn the smallest component of the li~ht enArgy vibra-

ting parallel to OP is transmitted by the analyser. Rotation of

the stage changes neither the polarizer's privileged direction P'P'

nor the analyser's privileged direction A'A'. Thus the vectoriel

relationships shown in fig. 4-8B remains ~he_ same, regardless of

the position of the stage.

On the other hand, if either the polarizer or analyser
is rotated so as to change eP (Phi), _the angle between p'.p' and

A'A' (fig. 4-8C), to a value other than 90-degrees, the isotropic

grain will no longer appear extinct between the two nicols. Instead,

.a vector component of OP (OA in fig. 4-8C) will be transmitted by

the analyser. Note that the amplitude of OA may be graphically

determined from that of OP by dropping a perpendicular from point

P to line .A'A'; expressed mathematically the relationship is



OA = cos ~. OF
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(4-7)

•

.-

crystal (amplitude OF) is brighter than that passing through the

analyser (amplitude OA). Only when the angle of above equation

equals O-degrees will OF and OA be equal and therefore represent

equal brightnesses •
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Refie::ling surfoce

&J" angle of incide-nce.

8:" angle of ,reflection

Fig, 4 -1 Huygenian construction showing reflection by a planE'
surf""r:p..
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Fig. 4-2 Huysenian construction showing light wavE'S reflectec

and refracted at the contact between air ( or vacuur,,)

and a translUCE'n t medium,
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Fig, 4-3 Isotropic indicatrix of a crystal for sodium light.
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B, Unit ,cell,

C, D Q n d E. Va rio u5 manners of coordination of
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Fig, 4- 5 The isotropic indicatrix

Fig, 4- 6 Diagrammatic plan View of a four- aXIS

universal stage at the rest position.
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CHAPTER - V .

"~ lJIFFlffilINTIALTHERHALANALYSIS.

5.1 INTRODUCTIOI,

Differential t\-jerr"~l analo'sis (DTA) is the technique of

accurately recordinf the temperature difference between a thermo_

cOllple surrounded by the saMple being studied and a thermo-couple

eMbedded in a standard inert material such as almlinium oxide

"hile both are being heat"ci at a unifonn rate. These temperature

differences arise ,.,hen phase transfonne.tions or chemical reactions

occur in the sa:nple "hich involves evolution or absorption of heat.

The technique of differential t1cermal anal,'sis (DT!'.) ,.,as

first proposed beTLe Chat£lier'",hich hes 'been a useful tool in t.he

fields. of ~etallurgy, ceramics, p.:eolorr and chemistry. But in recent

years this technique has been extensively applied to chemicel pror_

lens. The study of the!T'!el hehe.vior of ' carboni sine: rJe.te1'i!'l,c and

its use was introduced at the fourth carbon conference hy Nakamur&

and J\tlas2.3mother & Chie.ng3 and !']acke01zie4 described elaborately

the theoretical be.sis ano l'lerii f0lc1 applications of DT!,.

In DTA, the evolution or a.bsorption of heat by any mate-

rial under heat_tre",tment is recorded and indicateo by exothermic

or endothermic peaks. The exothermic (i.e. the evolution of heat)

and endothermic' ,.\J..o. the e.hsorption of heat) reactions are genera.lly

obtained in the DTAtrace as positive p.nd ner;ative deviations 1'es_

pecti vely fy'o," a be,se line. So, DTAgives e. continuous thermal

record of reactior~s occurinc in C1 sar:ple, a,lthouG'h it does not
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indicate whet 'these ree.ctions are nor does it sort out simultane-

ously occurin[! ree.ctions. The curves obtainec1' '.':'ry rc,ther widely

e.nd are aff"cted by such factors asfurnece heating re.te, sample

particle si'le, furnace atrlOsphere, , t,'pe of sample holder etc. Also

due to envirOnMental and instrumental effects, discrepancies may

arise in the DTAcurve ~hich could lead to a compl"tel~ fe.lse

interpretation.

Generally, additional information is n"eded to supplement.

the DTAcurve, nflmely, thermof,re.vimetric analysis (TGA), X-ray

diffraction, infre.red absorption spectroscopy, visual phase exa,mi-

nations, me.ss s?ectrometry, [!as chromatography, polarized-light

micrography, etc. for correct interpretation of the themo[!r2.m

peaks.

'Ihe reaction tercperatur" and the rate of reaction toe;e-

the~ giv~ the characteristic thermal curve for the particular

me.teri,ql. Thp.P1eltinr; and. the boilinr- poi!1ts aTe obte.ined correct.

to:t. S°. The carbon;1ceous rnesophCise of a f,raphitizahle orre~ic

compoundusually appears in the:&empel'ature range of J500C to

6000c ;:ith the formation of the spherules, coalescence a.nd r'losaic.

The actual temperature interval in which the mesophase develops

in the carbonisation of a particular organic compound!'lay be a few

degrees or it ma~rbe tens of deg!'ses. This obviously causes practi-

cal difficulties in deterrJininE: the exact temperature, interval

of mesophase fOT'1T:.?tion fo!, the f:a~;ples under; inVf;stigatiol). A com-

bina.tion of di_fferenfip.l then~!p.l C'.n21::,"sis, thernoEre.vimetric anal~T_

sis and polari~ed-lif.ht micrOrrp.p~y5, lS, 21 h.s.s proved a vRluable

approe.ch to the determine. tioD of the terr.perature interve 1 of rrieso-
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phase formation.

5.2 DTA APPARATUS

The basic design of the DTAapparatus and its block dia_

6 7gram' are shwn in fiG' 5-18 and 5-1b respectively. In these

t"o figures a sketch of s,~mple holder ~nd a block di"gram of con-

trolline, detecting, amplifyinr, 'and recording systerJs are shm.m.

The thermo-couple which is used in DTAapparatus consists

of two matched chromel..alumel thermo_couples supported in a porce-

lain tube held in position in a. fllrne.ce combustion .tube. The sarcple

and reference cups are nickel cylinders with a thermo-couple well

extendinr: into the centre of the cup from the bottolT.. Hith this

arror.gement, the themo-couples are protected f!'o!".. the destructive

act.ion of t.he h"drocarbons dllrine: carbonisation and so the therr".o-

couple can be used repeatedly. The sample and the reference cups

are als.o isolated from each other and independent of the thermo -

couples. This is why "eif,hinr, before and after heatinG can be

deterrJined easily. 100 merJanhydrous alumina is used in the refe-..
renee cup and the sRrnple 1\'eights varies, over a -r.8n[8 of 25 rnErn to

40 mgm,depending on .their packed densit.". NOrI"ally, a heat.ine:

rate is ~tandardised at lOoe per minute.

All experiments are done at atrJospheric pressure in a

continuous flo" of a purified inert gas such as a.rgon, nitrogen Or

helium. Gases are nomr,lly purzed into -the furrJ'l.ce chamber at the

lower end throUr;"11. a purification train in '.Jhic~ oxy~en and 1~later

are removed by heated cop?8r "001 and exhausted from the top into
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a Potassium_Bromide_filled condensate trap8 for collecting the

condensable vohtile products. Then the non-condensable F,8ses pass

through a sulphuric acid bubbler which seal~ the system an~ prevents

be.ck diffusion of air.

Normally the DTA thermoGra~s on carbonisation processes

are run by.heating the sample continuously to 7500C at which the

final product is mostly carbon. The apparc,tus used in this program

to detect and record these small temperature differences consists

of three basic.units2;_

.-.~~ .

(i) A DTA furnace and control system, •
(ii) An atmosphere control system and

(iii) Electric apparalus for amplifyin" and recordinr the tempe-

r8ture difference bet"e"n the sample and the standard and

for recordine- the actue.l ter.perature of the stanrlard.

5.3 THERW\L BEHAVIOR OF CARBONISING AND GRAPHITIZING MATERIALS

During pyrolysis of any substance, the evolution or

absorption of heat indicated by exothermic or endothermic peaks

in the DTA trace is recorded. The temperature of reaction and the

rate of reaction together give the characteristic thermal curve
of that particular material.

-The application of differential thermal analysis to a

number of organi_c solids, it "as found by varma9that the meltine;

and the boiling points could be determin"d correct to ~ JO. One

of.th" attractiVE features of this method is the convenience of

determining the teMperatures of subliMation, decomposition, elimi-
•
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netion of Hater of crystallisation, etc.; which are oifficult by

other rlethods.

Le1.,isano Edstrorl6, 7 used differential themal analysis.

to categorise the high temperature behaviour of polynuclear aroma-

tic as either thermally 'reactive' or thermally 'unreactive'. The

thermally 'reactive' species possess sufficient reactivity in an

atrlospheric pressure system to undergo a condensation sequence in

the liquid phase and yield a measurable quantity of pol)%erised

carbonaceous residue at 750oC. The thermally "unreactive" entities

have sufficient stability so that such condensation reactions do

not occur prior to cOMplete volatisa~ion. Hence, the carbonisation
• 0residues are not observed at 750 C.

The DTA thermograms obtained for SOrlearometic h;mrocar-

bons are shal.m in. -fig~' ~2' in vJhich only coronene i$ thermHll;,r

re~ctive and all the'rest are thermally unreactive. Under the

conditions of the DTA measurements, hydrocarbons with three or

less condensed rings proved generally to be therrlally unreactive.

Such materials simply melt and distill away leaving no carbonaceous

residue in open systerl. In.general, the thermograms of such compo-

unds exhibit .only two' endothermic peaks corresponciin[ to the 1Oel-

tin!!and boiling processes. For. solid compounds two major enoother_

micpeeks corresponding to the melting .and the boiling processes

are generall~t obtained. •. For liquid cornpour.ds a simple mCljor enoo_

therm representative' of the distilla tiol"proces,' js always found

to be present.

Additionally, no carbonaceous r~sidues are obtained in
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DTAsample cups at 7500C and no products 'besides starting materials

are observed in the condensed distillates. For such materials DTA

offers a convenient method of measuring the melting and the boiling.

points.' Depending on the physical characteristics of the apparatus,

either the initial inflection point of the endothern, the erdo -

thermic minima, or the endothermic minima minus the temperature

difference between the reference' and the sample couples, may give

the appropriate result.

'H01,ever, the initial inflexion point of the !'leltinp: endo-

therm has been found to be the !'lost reliable !'lethod for determining

the melting points for respective substances. On'the other hand,

the boiling' endotherms are usually broader and have no specifi-

cally'defined inflexion te!'lpera,ture. In- nearly every instance new

chemical compounds in Rdr~ition to the startinr.;: Tnc.terictl ~re obtpinec.

in the,condensed distillate. The therrlOgrams of themally reactive

aromatics .'hich undertl0 thernal condensation leading to some carbona-
, 0

ceous residues at 750 C, differ quite markedly from those of the

unreactive category. The boiling endotherns are observed to'be

either completely absent or largely diminished in those themograms,

but the !'lajor melting endotherms are cleorly observed.

,In the case of'anorganic compoundunder hRat-treatment

two competing reactions are often found to occur : cross linking

producing an exothermic reaction! and chain stripping and associated

reaction which produce endothemic peaks. The seoo])(1type oft'en

allows the planer distributions of the aror'latic substances which

give rise to graphitising carbon. It should be noted that the

exothermic reactions may be preceded by SO!'lereactions of secondary
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importance, such as loss of absorbed water or other volatile impu-

rities. Bearing these facts in mind, the appearance of an exothermic

reaction, s?me ~here in the initial polJrmer deco~position reGion

ensures that the resulting carbon has non-Gra phitizing properties.

Table 5-1 shows the DTA results of some polymers under nitrogen

flow, which were reported by Dollimore and Heal12•

The main qualitative and quantitative characteristics

of the carbonisation process of Graphitizable and non-graphitizable

materials were obtained by Lapina and ostrovskii14• From their

investigations it was found that for graphitizable ~aterials endo-

thermal processes of transformation are typical with the values of

the effective a~tivation enerv' exceeding 60 Kcal/mole, while for

non-graphitizahle one exothermal processes ofcross-linkin[' are

observed ,.,ith10", va.lues of the activation 'merry of ahout '20 Kcal/

mole. The DTA curves obtained by Lapina and Ostrovskii for some

organic polymers are ShO"lD in fig. 5- J.

DTA data alone have led.to interesting sp",culations

on the connections between the dehydrugenation endotherm and gra-

phite layer development, and on the correlation of multiple exo_

thermic peaks with polymerisation and condensation mechanisms.



is reproduced in fig. 5-4. Graham concluded that the temperature

at which ,all the fluctuations terminate was nothinG but the tempe-

rature of complLte coalescence in the case of carbonaceous mesophase

and he also added that the fluctuations in the DTA trace "as due

to the formation of gase~ within the sample 'during ~'rolysis. These

endothermal curves inciicates that the sample' is graphitizable. He

employed also polarized-light micrography to determine the tempe-

rature intervals of carbonaceous mesophase. In the case of a fe~

graphitizable aromatic organic compounds such as napthalene,

anthra:cene, phananthre!le and chrysene, the. temperature intervals

of mesophase formation are located by Hossain and Dollimore 17, 18

The selected samples which did n?t pass throuf-h the carbonaceous

mesophase transformation due to heating at 4000Cfor a duration of

severe.l hOllrs have been r.eat_treated in t',e Stanton-differenti,l

ther~al analyser and their respective thermo grams ohtained(fig. 5-5.).

These curves are all accompanied with endothermal peaks in the

initial portions as in almost a.ll graphitizahle organic compounds.

The DTA "as determined on a Dupont.,unit, with pen recording. They

also used polarized-light technique ~o determine the temperature
21intervals of mesophase.

Differential thermal analysis has also been emplOyed :by

Hossain and Jahan19 to ascertain the temperature interval of

carbonaceous,me30phase and 'mosaic formation. Selected sample, "ith-

dra,m during the initial thermal treatment and which has not yet

pRssed throu(;h the ca.rhonaceous mesophase transformation due to

heating at 4500C for sever~l hours, have been heat_treated in a

pyrex tube into "hich is dipped a chromet-Alumel thermo_couple to

measure the reaction teJ1'lper~tures includine; the tePlperatures of

[ ,

,
.1
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,
phase.transform~tions in the different stages of pyrolysis. The

couple is connected to a sensitive potentiometer capable of

reading down to millivolt. The temperature of one of the junctions

is ~aintained at oOe by placing it in meltinG ice. The temperature

of the other junction is gradually increased by heatinf the pyrex

tube containing the.sample and the e.m.fs of the couple at suitable

intervals were recorded. The temperatures at different phase trans-

formations and reactions were obtained from the.e .m. f. te,"perature
20chart. The thermal curves so obtained for Benzene(fig. 5-6)

clearly indicate that endothermal processes of transformation in

the initial portion of the curves are t;l'picalin the sample ond

hence i~ is also graphitizahle. This has Rlso been varified hy

polarize~-li~ht microscopy.

An investigatior. of the carbonisp. tton and gr8 phi tiz;:J,t iO:j

•

processes for partially carbonised

h b 'b J' ha P" 22 .thas een maQe y ~ n OGGer w~

anthracene-sulphur mixtures
the aid of differential therm,l

anolysis of the decomposing material. The carbons resultinf, from

this system have been examined by polarized-lir;ht microscopy. As

increas~ng amounts of sulphur are added to anthracene, the graphi-

tizability of the carb5ns produced by pyrolysis is gradually reduced.

The function of .the sulphur is to cause both cross-linkin~ and
. .-

dehydrogenation and the high degree of cross-linking developed in

the decomposing material resulted in a non-graphitic carbon. As

the amount of sulphur added is increaseq., the temp~r.s.tu:r'e.rRnre

of fusion and so the mesophase interval becomes shorter and at

the same time the decomposing liquid becomes more viscous. The

higher the viscosity, the more difficult becomes the reorientation

process which must occur at this mesophase period of all graphitic
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carbon. Examination of the.carbons .by polarized-light microscopy

during the temperature interval of mesophase shows the gradual

decrease in the extent of orientation with increasing amounts of

sulphur. The DTA for the investigated anthracene-sulphur mL~ture

(Fig •.5.7) shows this effect very clearly. The narrowing of the

initial large endotherm with the increase of SiR ratio indicates

that the latent heat of fusion of the mixture gradually decreases.

The decrease of latent heat of fusion means the consequent decrease

of activation energy23 and hence the graphitizing power , Thus,

if there is any particulate matter, such as S, Al, etc. mixed with

the precursor, its graphitizability is reduced. This has also been

varified by polarized_light microscopy.
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polymer

Polyvinyl chloride

Chlorinated polyvinyl
chloride

Chlorinated rubber

Polyvinyl alcohol

Polyvinyl acetate

Polyvinyl buty rate

Polyvinyl ethyl ether

Polyvinyl.pyrrolidone

Poly acrylonitrile

Polyacrylamide

Poly furfuryl alcohol

Cellulose

Cellulose acetate

Polyvinylidene Chloride

Polyphenol.formaldehyde

,<'

TABLE - 5.1

DTA Peak first part
of decomposition

Mainly endothermic

Mainly endothermic

Endothermic

Endothermic

Endothermic

Endothermic

Endothermic

Exothermic

Exothermic

Apparently two
exothermic regions

Exothermic

Partly exothermic

Exothermic

Exothermic

Broadly exothermic

88

carbon Property

Graphitising

Non-graphitising

Non-graphitising

Graphitising

Graphitising

Graphitising

Graphitising

Non-graphitising

Non-graphitising

Non-graphitising

Non-graphitising

Non-gra phi.tising

Non-graphitising

cNon-graphitising

Non_graphitising
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CHAPTER _ VI

PYROLYSIS OF PURE HYDROCARBONS

6.i INTRODUCTION

Hydrocarbons are ~enerally stable substances which can

be distilled "ithout decomposition; but if they are subjected to

high temperature in'the absence of air (oxygen), their molecules

disinteGrate .or''crack' into smaller frae;rnents.This process is

knmm as pyrolysis. Thus propane when pyrolysed to 6000c gives

rise to methane, ethylene, pro~Tlene and h;mroGen :

.Similarly methane at hish temperature yields carbon black ar.d h:Klro~

gen. Higher hydrocarbon yields hydrocarbons of lower molecular
weights.

T~e.~echanism whereby hydrocarbons undergo pYrolysis to

fono eleI'leritalcarbon is a complex process involving gas-phase

decomposition reactio,ns, nucleation of liquid I'licrodroplets,diffu-

sion?1 transport of the nuclei to the surface and dyhydro~enation
to form carboni ,2.

Orgc:nic compounds are the main and CllrlOst exclusive Ten.;

materials for the production of artificial carbons and graphite.

By pyrolysis, these carbon compounds are conver~ed to solid carbon

as the main prodcct and to different volatile compounds as by-pro-

ducts. Such thermal decompositions below'iOOOoC are carried out

C
.' \
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by a great variety of technical processes where the pyrolysis is

controlled by a few reaction parameters, such as temperature,

heating rate,heat-treatment duration and the total gas pressure.

The low-temperature stage of pyrolysis below 7000C, has

the greatest influence on both the carbon yield and cP,rbon proper.:.

ties.

In all such technical cases, the primary importance is

to achieve a high carbon yield which is also determined by the

mechanism of the pyrolysis. The pyrolysis must be directed towards

the formation of carbon _ free volatile by-products and towards

avoiding the formation of stable volatile carbon compounds. Thus,.

the cerbon yield can be i~f1uenced by the choice of the compound

to be pyrolysed, by its therPlal and chePlical pre_treatment, as well

as by the reaction conditions prevailing during the pyrolysis.

As to the pyrolysis technique, five different methods

are used alternately

(1) ~'rolysis in a sealed tube, startinf the heating under

increasing pressure caused by tha pyrolysis gases •

.(2) ~Jrolysis in autoclaves, where the pressure can be regu-

lated during the 'whole reaction time.

(3) Liquid ~!rolysis in an open crucible. with continuous

remov3l or-the gaseous by-products; this is Plostly used for reac_

tions carried out under normal pressure.

(4) Gas crackinG in a steady_state tubular flO1.'reactor with
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relativel~ fast heating 'of the evapor~ted startinG ~aterial and in
•

,most ca~es with quenching of the volatile prodpcts.

(5) The hot wire !'lethod.,sa special arraYlf,ement of the flow

system.

In the first three cases ,mentioned above low te!'lperatures

and prolonged heat-treatment duration are used, ,,'hereas in the

last two cases the shortest contact ti!'lesand the hir,hest tempera-

tures are generally applied. Here, the influence of evaporation

and physical condensation phenomena on these che!'licalreactions

are also considered.

In those cases where the organic materials vaporises on

pyrolysis it becomes necessary to heat the s81'lplesin sealed tubes

in order to ohtflin appreciable carbon 'yields). This is'because

increased gas pressures of evaporated hydrocarbons lead, to high

cal'bon yields, Again, as th" vapou;' pressure of the compound being

carbonised inside the sealed-tube is not known, it is always pre-

ferred to take a heavy-walled pyrex tube or quartz tuhe so that

the tube -ean stand the increased pressure of the pyrolysis gases.

Even then the tube may burst. So, SO!'lesafety enclosure round the

,tube should b" taken as a precautionarJ measure against any blow

or blast.

Due to heavy pressure inside, it can not be opened ordi-

narily by cuttinG ",ith" diamond edge or by tun;;st~n blade ",ithout

adopting any saf.,ty measure af,,,instthe blol' or b1P.st if any. It

is, therefore, advisAd to open t~e tube insioe a strong s~fety

box. Alternately, the tube can be opened ~ithout the aid of a safety

( .
. ,
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box provided it is immersed in a Dewar containinG liquid nitrogen

for at least ,an hour before openi~g. Since the second process

involves a therMal shock, it should be avoided.

In the sealed tube technique of pyrolysis mentioned

before, heating of the sample is first carried, out under normal

pressure and then under increasing pressure caused by the ~olysis

gases.

The 'possibilities for pyrolytic reactions of hydrocarbons

are based on thermodynamic considerations as well as on the experi_

ence gained during pyrolysis. Pure hydrocarbon compounds must be

pyrolysed as model substances. Results will be o!'ganised according

to the compounds or molecular groups to be pyrolysed, with'emphasis

on the intermediate products which could be isolated.

6.2 ALIPHATIC HYDROCARBONS

Alko?nAs are the sirrlplest clRss of orVdnic compounds 'Which

contain only carbon and hydrogen; and they contein tHO types of

bonds: (C - H) anc. (C -:C) single covalent bonds. They are divided

into three' large classes : (a) aliphatic (b) alicyclic and (c)

aromatic. Aliphatic hydrocarbons are open-chain compounds or a

cyclic, .1hile alicyclic and aromatic a1-e closed-chain compounds.

Aliphatic hydrocarbons are- further divided into (i)satu_

rated and (ii) unsaturated hJldrocarbons. Sature,ted hydrocarbons

are those in which linked a+~ms are honded with one pair of elec_

trons, called sinf,le bond (0(- bond). In unsaturated hydrocarbons

having tHO or three pairs of electrons Le. havinG douhleor triple
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bonds as illustrated below 7
Saturated hydro ca rbo n

H H H H
00 00 I I

H 0 [ 0 [ 0 H or Simply I H- [- [-H0 0 0

00 00 I I
H H H H

Ethane.

Unsaturated hydrocarbon

H H H /H00 00 ""
[.00 [ or Simply, [== [00
00 00 / ""H.
H H H
Ethylene

H g rOOO[OH
"-0 00 0 or Simply, H-[-[-H

Ace tylene

Saturated hydrocarbons are the homologues of methane.

They are also known as paraffins due to their inactivity. They

are widely distributed in nature. The lower members occur in natural

gas. Hydrocarbo~s of medium and higher molecular weights are found

in abundance in petroleum -- a mineral oil. Names and properties

of some common saturated hydrocarbons are given in table 6-1. They
4form a homologous series with the general formula Cn H2n+2 ' where

n is the number of carbon atoms in the molecule. The first number

is Methane CH4 (n = 1); second number is C2H6 (n = 2) Ethane, etc.
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At ordinary temperature and pressure, the first four

members of the series (s -. C4) are gases (C5 - C17) are colour_

less liquids and less dense than water; C18 and above are all wax

like solids •.

In general, the boiling point, melting point, viscosity

and specific gravity of alkanes increase with an increase of the

molecular weights. Isomeric hydrocarbons have different physical

properties. The boiling points of n-alkanes increa~e in a smooth

manner with.increasing molecular weight(fig. 6-1) where as the

melting points do not increase in such a regular fashion '(fig. 6-2).

Except for a very few alkanes, the boiling point '.risesby 200C to

JOOc for each carbon that is added to the chain •

. For .alkane which exists in isomeric foms, the branched

chain isomer will have a lower boiling point than the corresponding

n-isomer. With branching the shape of the molecule. tends to approach

that of a sphere and thus the surface area decreases. As a result

of the decreaSe of surf~ce area, the intermolecular forces become

weaker and can be neglected at a 10w8r'temperature. The density of

alkanes also increases with the size of the .molecule and tends to

approach a constant value of nearly 0.8 with octa-decane. Thus all

alkanes are lighter. than water •.
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6.) POSSIBLE REACTION MECHANISMS OF HYDROCARBONPYROLYSIS

The possible pyrolysis reactions of hydrocarbons can be

divided into Degradation reactions and Synthesis reactions.

Degradation Reactions I All degradation reactions are

characterised by the mutual effects of cracking and dehydrogenation

phenomena. In cracking reactions, paraffins decompose to one para-

ffin and one olefin, the sum of the carbon and the hydrogen:.atoms

contained in the paraffin and olefin formed being equal to the

number of carbon and hydrogen atoms of the starting material.

R1 - CHZ - CH3 + RZ - CH =- R2<
~ - CH = CH2 "" R2 - CH2 -

In dehyd.rogenation reactions, hydrogen is split off,

ca~sing the formation of a double bond without changing the chain

length of the original paraffin.

CH) - CH2 - CH2

The pyrolytic cracking of a C - C or C - H bond can take place by

way of radical or ion formation. This is commonly called homolytic

or heterolytic decomposition, respectively as shown below for a

compound AB :

A B ~ A'
""
B'Radical 'me'chanism(Homolytic decomposition) •

A B e A-
"" B,,"} Ionic mechanism (Heterolytic decomposition) •

A B '" A"" + B-'

The homolytic.decomposition leading to the formation of
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the' radials A. and B. is energetically favoured in comparison to

the;.heterolytic decomposition leading to carbonium cations and

carbonium anions. The heterolytic decomposition requires approxi-

mately three times asmuch'energy as the homolytic radical reactions.

Therefore, the thermal pyrolysis w~ll proceed,primarily

according to the redical mechanism, where as catalytic reactions,

e.g., the cracking over oxide catalysts, will favour the heterolytic

path. In this treatment the catalytic cracking is unimportant.

Once formed, the radicals can proceed to react in various ways

since such chain reactions require only a very small activation

energy of 5, to 10 Kcal/mole.

Propane can also decompose by way of a radical chain

mechanism, leading to the formation of four different reaction

products.

.'

CH] + CH] -

CHJ

H. + CHJ - CH]

CH4 + CH] - CHZ.

CHZ = CHZ + H.

Higher alkanes crack to hydrogen and a mixture of alkanes

and alkanes with a varying number of carbon atoms.

During recent years the radical mechanism has also been

confirmed for the pyrolysis of cyclic compounds in the liquid phase,

The s~~thesis of hydrocarbon molecules having a greater

number of carbon atoms than,the starting material requires reactive

species such as are formed by the degradation reactions. It is for

.
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this reason, the degradation reactions and synthesis reactions are

commonly called primary and secondary pyrolysis reaction respectively.

6.4 HEXANE

n-Hexane, having molec.ular fonnula C6~4 (n = 6) is a
colourless mobile and highly refractive liquid with a sharp smell.

Its melting point is--.94.3°C and boiling point is 69°C. Its

density is 0.66 gm/cc. It is highly inflammable and burns with a

smoky luminous flame. Practically it is insoluble in water but

soluble in many organic liquids such as Benzene •.The orbital struc-

ture of hexane is shown below I

n-Hexane yields benzene, when heated to 3000 :'400oc in

•

presence of a catalyst.

[HZ [HZ

~ .. /
[HZ

./
CHZ .. CH3

-4 HZ

CH/,
CH CH

II
CH CH

""'/[H
Hexane Benzene
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The catalysts 'used for such aromatization are generally oxides of

chromium, vanadium, molybdenium on alumina. Platinum or palladium

on charcoal is also used as the catalyst.

6.5 PYROLYSIS OF BENZENE

The pyrolysis of benzene, first described by Berthelot?

leads to biphenyl, which is produced today in a large industrial

scale. During pyrolysis of Benzene, terphenyls. and polyphenyls

appears as by-products. The mechanism with formation of phenyl

radicals as intermediates is shol-Jnin fig. 6-).

In a sealed tube, biphenyl formation has been observed
. . 0 .as beginning below )00 C. The dependence of the bi-phenyl yield on

temperature and experimental arrangement9 is presented in table



TABLE _ 6-1

Some saturated hydrocarbons

Name Formula M.P. B.P. Density°C. °C.
Methane ............ CH4 -184. -161.4 0.414-Ethane ............ C2H6 -172. - 88.3 0.546Propane ............. C;H8 -189.9 - 44.5 0.585
Butane ............. C4H10 -1a5 • - 0.55 0.578Isobutane .......... C4Hl0 -1 5. - 10.2 0.557
Pentane ............ C5H12 -1)1.4 36.2 0.626Isopentane ......... C5H12 -159. 28. 0.621Neopentane ......... CsH12 - 20. 9.5 0.590

- Hexane C6H14 - 94.3 69. 0.660, ............
2-Methylpentane ........ C6H14 -154. 60. 0.654J-Methylpentane ........ C6H14 -118. 64. 0.6682,2-Dirr,ethylpentane C6Ht4 - 98.3 49.7 0.6492,J-Dimethylbutane C6H14 -135.1 58.1 0.666
Heptane . ., ......... C7flt6 - 90. 98.4 0.684Octane ............ CSH18 - 56.5 124.6 0.703Nonane ............ C9H20 - 51. 150.6 0.718Decane ............ CiOH22 - 32. 174. 0.730Undecane .......... ., ';1H24 - 26.5 197. 0.741Dociecane ........... Gt2H26 - 12. 216. 0.749
Tridecane .........! •••••••••• GtJH28 - 6.2 2)4. 0.757.Tetradecane ......... Gt4H30 5.5 252.5 0.765Pentadecane ........ Clt32 10. 270.5 0.772Hexadecane ........ Ci H)4 20.2 287.5 0.775

,- Heptadecane ......... Gt7H36 22.5 303• 0.778
Octadecane ........ C18H38 28. 317. • 0.782Nonadecane ..,.... , .. Ci9H40 32. 330. 0.777Eicosane ........ C20H42 38. 205. -0.778Pentacosane ........ C25H52 54. 259. 0.779Tricontane ........ C30H62 64.7 304. 0.779Tetracontane ......... C40H82 - 81..) 150 • 0.778
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TABLE _ 6.2

Forrr~tion of Biphenyl from Benzene10
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VI
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II ',2 Diphenylbenzene

III ',3 ••
IV',4 ••

V '; 3, 5 Triphenylbenzene

VI Triphenylene
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CHAPI'EE - VII

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS, DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSIONS

7.1 INTRODUCTION

Scientists have shown considerable interest in the mecha-

nism of carbonisation of organic materials. Pyrolysis conditions

such as heating rate, temperature, pressure and geometry of the

surface certainly affect the properties of carbonisation, but these

parameters are usually maintained.within relatively narrow ranges.

On heating, the hexane residues undergo appreciable phy-

sico-chemical changes in the temperature range of )00 _ 6oooC.

Reactive molecules break along with the weakest bonds forming vari-,

ous free radicals.which subsequently recombine with other radicals

or nlOlecules to form more highly condensed species and volatile

compounds. The carbons formed on heating materials or compounds

which do not pass through a fused. state have usually isotropic

structures and do not graphitize readily.

Most carbon rich materials fall into one of the following

three categories .:

(1) Pyrolytic carbons, grading into pyrolytic graphite,

formed typically. from the cracking of hydrocarbon gases at compa-

ratively high temperatures,

(2). Cokes from the carbonisation of material which passes

through a mesophase stage1

0) carbons with highly disordered structures formed in
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different ways - for example, by carbonisation of Some carbonaceous

materials which do not fuse or do not pass through a mesophase stage,

by evaporation of carbon, and by combustion of some carbonaceous

materials in an insufficient supply of oxygen. Isotropic carbon i.e.

the non-graphitizing carbon which' has relatively high atomic ratios

of hydrogen to none carbon elements in part resembling carbon black

was present in the sample.

The effect of high gas pressure during pyrolysis can be
discussed on the basis of

(a) evaporation of carbohydrade compounds and

(b) chemical reactions. during the formation of non-volatile
polyaroma tics ~

In the present study the carbonisation of hexane has

been examined and pOlarized-light photomicrography of the sample

during carbonisation has been taken in order to study the nuclea_

tion, growth and coalescence process if any at different heat-

treatment temperatures., ,Thermal analysis of the partially carbonised

sample has been carried out to get the information about, the graphi-

tizing or nongraphitizing properties of the material.

,The pressurepyrclysis experiments were performed in the

laboratory (in furnace) upto maximum temperature of 6oooC. Here

also thermogravimatric analysis was carried out in order to see

the carbonising properties of the material under study.
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7.2 EXPERI¥illNTAL

7.2.1 Sample

n-Hexane, the aliphatic hydrocarbon manufactured by BDH

chemicals Ltd.,Poole,England, was used in this study. It had a

purity more than 99.99%.

Meltine Point of
Sample .Formula Solidified Hexane Boiling Point

°c °c

Hexane C6~4 _94.5°C 700C

7.2.2 The safety device for opening sealed tubes containing heat-

treated organic sample •

.A heavy pressure is developed when an aliphatic organic

compound is heat-treated inside a sealed tube because of the pre-

sence of H2 gas and other hydrocarbon gases which are generally

evolved during pyrolysis.

TI1.esafety box consists of a mechanical devise for cutting

the sealed tube inside it with a diamond edge, having no risk of

explosion. The external wall of the safety box is made of 16 SWG

alumi~um sheet arid.its design plan is illustrated in fig. 7.1.
The portion of a .16 SWG aluminium hinged lead carrying a makralon

viewine panel constitute the roof of the box. A spring loaded

plunger carrying the diamond edge or tungsten blade is fitted at

the lid. The plunger thus slides up and down when pressed and-rele-

ased and its circular motion is restricted by screw in slot. The

sealed tube containing the heat-treated sample is placed inside
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the safety box in a horizontal position and after cutting it in its
•

central p~sition with the diamond edge a strong push is made on,

the cutting area from below, as a result of which the tube is found

to open very easily.

The above easy method is secured in the following way :

The tube is allowed to rest on two 1" Tufnol rollers fitted with

two 3/16" M.S. spindles which are in turn fitted to a 10 SWG

aluminium frame work clamped firmly on the floor of the, box.' The

ends of the tube passes into rubber caps provided at the ends of

two other spring loaded plungers, placed in the same height at the

two opposite side walls of the box. These plungers carrying the

sealed tube in horizontal position is capable of clockwise or anti-
clockwise rotation.

By pressing the lid plunger down and holding it in such

a position that the diamond tip/blade is in touch with the tube,

a complete rotation is given to the tube by rotating the side plun-

gers placed at the two opposite walls. The sealed tube will thus

be found to be cut at the centre. A strong push is then applied

on the cutting area by means of a rigid rod having,a,sharp edge

arid the tube will be found to open very easily without any blow

or blast because ~f.the heavy pressure of the pyrolysis gases

inside. To see the tube from outside, the makralon portion of
, 3"the hinged lid having the size 11" x 4Jt x 3 mm is slanted to make

an angle of 300 \-liththe vertical wall. A 3" ex."anst with a
'gauze is fitted at one corner of the safety box for clearance of

the onrushing gas.
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7.2.3 Increasing pressure developed inside pyrolysed sealed tube
accelerates carbonisation process

2 3A number of ~orkers' studied the influence of very high

pressures on the carbonisation of pure organic compounds, pitches

and coal. 'They concluded that increasing pressure not only increas'es

the coke yield but also lowers the temperature at which pyrolysis

is completed.

Little information seems to be available in the open

literature as to the amount of pressure that is developed on pyro-

lysis of a certain amount of vaporising pure organic sample inside

a sealed tube. In such technique of pyrolysis, heating of the
, .

sample is first carried out under normal pressure and then under

increasing pressure caused by the pyrolysis gas. It is this incre-

asingpressure which accelerates the carbonisation process with a

high percentage of carbon yield. In view of the above fact, the

sealed tube method was adopted in the case of Hexane.

7.2.4 Differential thermal analysis (DTA)

The formation of the-growth of carbonisation accompanied

by temPOrary liquefaction or plasticizing of the materials has
"earlier been stated to occur generally in ,the temperature range

3500C "to 6000C. DTA has been found _to be an important aid in detec_

ting non-graphitizable and graphitizable organic compounds and if

graphitizable,.DTA trace can be used to ascertain the temperature

interval of mesophase formation.

A small amount (abbut 1.32 gm) of the sample was taken
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in ahe",vy - walled pyrex tube of 2.7 rom thickness and of 12.8 rom

-internal diameter. The tube along with the sample inside was sealed

at both the ends and again placed inside a steel bomb fitted with

screw caps at both the, ends. The sample was then heat-treated

inside a solenoidal furnace (plate _ 7.1) at a fixed power input

to the bomb upto 5000C, at which temperature the sample was kept

for a long duration.

DUring heating, the pressure inside the sealed tube

increased primarily because of the presence of H2-gas and other

hydrocarbon gases which Here evolved. After allowing the tube to

cool to room temperature, the sealed_tube was opened inside a

specially designed safety box to avoid blow or blast; if any due

to heavy pressure inside. After opening, the heat-treated sample

was removed from inside the tube, dried and then ground in a pestle
and mortor.

The sample, withdrawn during the initial thermal treat-

ment after prolonged heating at 5000C, have been heat-treated .in

the Stanton differential thermal analyser. The sample (40 mgm)
. ,. .

was heated in the inconel head to 7000c with dry alumina being

employed. as the inert material in the- reference cell. The DTK

traces s~ obtained (Figs. 7.2 and 7.3) for hexane, were used to

study whether it forms isotropic or anisotropic carbons e.g. whether

His non-graphit1zable or graphitizable.-
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7.Z.5 Micrographic preparation of samples

The micrographic preparation of the samples comprises the

steps of impregn&tion and mounting, grinding, rough polishing and

then final polishing. The procedures were developed from those

employed in the micrographic preparation of conventional carbons

and graphite4,5, and differ appreciably only in the final steps.

Samples for observation by'reflected polarized-light were obtained

by heating the original sample (1.)2 g) individually in sealed

tube inside the solenoidal furnace as before to the desired tempe-

rature in which investigation was necessary.

A heating rate of 100e/min was adopted by the temperature

controller. The sample was heated to carbonise at a fixed tempera-

ture for a fixed duration. The heated sample was then allowed to

cool and on reaching the room temperature the sealed tube was

opened inside the safety box as before. The sample was then removed

from inside the tube, dried and then embedded in a cold setting

mounting resin in the manner described as follows :

A It'' length of It'' O.D. x 10 SWG brass tube with one

end accurately machined to a flat finish was taken. A piece of

:'metal plate was 'also taken and its surface was smeared lightly

with ,vaseline. The inside wall of the tube was coated with veseline

to prevent; adhesiion'to the mount. The heat-treated sample was then

placed on the plate facing downwards and the tube was placed over

the sample. The plastic powder was then poured on the tube and

it was saturated with the liquid methyl methacrylate. The slurry

'was kept stirred gently at the beginning to prevent air bubbles

1"1 I.
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adhering to the sample. After 20 - 25 minutes, the mould was lifted

off the plate and the mount was tapp~d through with a rod and

hammer •.

The mounted sample was then ground by water proof silicon

carbide papers, using tap water as lubricant and progressing from

320 to 600.grit to expose the carbonised residue in the way des-

cribed as follows :

The silicon carbide paper in the form of a disc was fixed

on the top of a rotator and the sample was allowed to be rubbed by

the silicon paper when the disc was kept on rotation. Light but

steady pressures were applied on the sample while it was rubbed

by the carbide paper, During each stage, the direction of polish

was maintained constant except for reversals made at regular inter-

vals by lifting and rotating the sample by 1800 in hand, accordingly

the. sample was not moved about the wheel but was only moved late-

rally between the centre and the periphery. The sample was washed

with tap water before using with another comparatively finer grade

of carbide paper.

The best results.were found to be achieved by using fresh

paper for each sample and by grinding somewhat further than what

was necessary at each grit level to remove the scratches from the

preceding paper. After the .final grind.ing on 600 _ grit. paper, the ..

surface of the sample appearea bright independent of the level of

heat-treatment.

Subsequent polishing was done with diamond lapping com-

pounds (6 P size followed by 0.5}1- size) on a wet polishing silk
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cloth pupplied by Buehler Limited, U.S.A. in the way described as

follows I

The coarse grade diamond compound was spread over the

polishing silk cloth fixed on one of the rotating discs of the

Shimadzu polisher and the sample was kept'on rubbing for about

five minutes and then thoroughly washed with tap water~ The finer

grade. diamond compound was then spread over another polishing silk

cloth fixed on the other rotating disc of the polisher and the

sample was again kept on rubbing for another five minutes.

Final polishing of the sample was carried out by high

purity Alpha Alumina Powder. The powder was first wetted with dis-

tilled water and the sample was then rubbed gently by it with hand

in the same direction for about ten minutes. The final polishing

resulted in'a ,highly polished 'surfacce,which proved suitable fOT

observation by polarized-light microscopy.

7.2.6 Polarized-light microscopy

Samples prepared in the above manner were observed and

'"'Photographed .with.a Reichert "METAVERT" polarizing microscope

(Plate - 7.2) using reflected polarized_light. Black and White

photographs of the carbon phases and of subsequent heat-treated

,." 'samples,.wereobtained using FUJI NEOI'AN-SSBlack 'and White 135 inm

36 expo film. The analyser and the polarizer remained parallel to

each other, when the analyser and polarizer remained cross with

respect to each other'with the gypsum plate at an angle of 450

with the analyser, extinction occurs giving dark background. This
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is the so called sensitive'tint technique. The light source of the

microscope was 6v, 15 W low_voltage halogen bulb. An exposure time

of 10 minutes per photograph was used.

7.3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS,

7.3.1,' Appearance
'of Hexane

of carbons obtained by sealed _ tube pyrolysis

The pyrolysis of hexane within sealed-tube at different

heat-treatment temperatures and durations gives carbon. The deposit

of carbon is a closely adhering films of silver grey colour (i.e.

black c~rbon). The physical appearance of each product of carbon

",as nearly same and such type of carhons are shmm in plates 7.3

and 7.4 respectively.

7.3.2 Differential thermal analysis (DTA)

Differential thermal analysis traces of three hexane

samples of different heat-treatment duration are presented in figs.

7.2 and 7.3. Characteristic of these curves is the presence 'of an

initial large exotherm which is then followed by small fluctuations

in the trace before a smooth trace returns. The fluctuations are

characteristic of all the different hexane samples. The maximum

point of the extreme right in the Curves represents the temperature

at which the fluctuations terminate and the curve changes direction

sharply. The, extreme right hand side turning point in the thermal

,.curves of hexane indicates that thecarbonisation is almost complete.
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Similar observations were observed for hexane heat-treated to a

different duration.

The DTA traces obtained for the hexanes under study

clearly indicate that exothermal processes of transformation in

the initial portions of the curves are typical in all the samples

_and so they all seem to be -non-graphitizable9• However, optical

analysis is required to confirm non-graphitizable property of

the sample.

The actual fluctuations in the curves may arise through

the formation of gases within the sample. This may result in the

sample being l~fted away from the thermocouple momentarily thus

'causing a small peak to occur in the. curve. This process may then

repeat itself, till the sample is decomposed to produce carbon

residues.

The denections in the DTA trace are also due to chemical

reactions and devolatization.- The deflections downward. in the DTA

trace are caused primarily by devolatization. The exothermic reac-,

tion is sometimes superimposed on an endothermic reaction resulting
10in a nearly feat portion in the curve

7.3.3 carbonisation is enhanced by temperature, duration of heating
and pressure

The conversion of hexane to carbon is catalyzed by the

presence of contact surfaces, especially coke cr carbon. No doubt

the hydrocarbons are absorbed on such surfaces, and undergo dehydro-

genation,- forming bi-radicals or even other complex condensation

,"
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products. The biradicals are eventually converted to carbon. The

gradual increase of temperature 8nd duration, more and more carbons

are produced and the vaporising pressure is consequently reduced.

When the vapour pressure of the product becomes negligible at high

temperatures it is thus classified as carbon. The increase of carbon-

yield with the increase of temperature and heat-treatment duration

,during carbonisation is illustrated in Table 7.1 as well as in fig.

7.6. Variation, of ,carbon percentage with the rise of temperature

at a different heat-treatment duration during the initial ~olysis

of hexane is illustrated in fig. 7.7.

The variation of pressure inside the sealed_tube with

temperature at different heat-treatment duration during carbonisa,-

tion is well documented in table 7.2 as well as in fig. 7.8. Thc

increasing pressure inside the sealed tube, thus enhances the car-

bonisat10n process. It is well known8 that pressure increases the

viscosity of liquids. Thus the effect of pressure will not only

reduce considerably any tendency of bubble formation, but also

reduce disorder produced by convection currents within the system

(because of enhanced viscosity).

'Increasing pressure enhances molecular condensation

reactions as well as the viscosity of the system. The enhanced

viscosity affect both diffusion and coalescence rates. As the

temperature is further increased, the isotropic liquid phase should

entirely be removed, but in this sample it did not do so and there_
fore, the sample is isotropic.
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7.3.~ Polarized_light photomicrograph

The polarized-light photomicrographs of hexane at diffe-

rent heat-treatment temperature and duration presented in plates

7. 6to 7.11. clearly indicate that they are optically isotropic

and so nongraphitic in character because of the following two main

observations :

(i) The well _ defined maltese cross-patterns of optical

anisotropy, the important criterion of graphitizable organic com-

pounds are absent in the case of hexane when pyrolyzed between

usual mesophase interval (3000 _ 6000C), where nucleation, growth

and coalescence processes should generally occur in the-case of

graphitizable organic compounds.

(ii) The structure nf the carbonised sample when viewed under

cross-polars with the gypsum plate at an angle of 450 with one of'

the polars (sensitive tint method) did not display nodes and crosses

having any change of colour with the rotation of the stage along

with-the sample. This confirms the fact that hexane gives rise to

non-graphitic carbon of optically isotropic in nature. The DTA and

TGA curves also confirmeq the isotropic and non.-graphitizine nature

of hexane.

7;4 CONCLUSIONS

It was presumed that hexane when decomposed on pyrolysis

should give rise to benzene which is graphitizable in character.

The DTk curve (fig. 7.4) and.the polarized_light photomicrograph
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(plate 7.5 ) of benzene confirmed its graphitizing chs.racter from

long before. The thermal and optical studies confirm that hexane

on pyrolysis produce non-graphitizing carbon of optical isotropy.

This is because the benzene yield obtained by the decomposition of

Hexane is very poor and a small mass of anisotropic matrix( benzene)

is suspended in a big mass of isotropic matrix(Hexane).It is there-

fore, expected that isotropic characters should become prominent

and this has exactly occurred in the present case of investigation

pyrolysis of heXane might have produced simultaneously two reactions,

one of which is exothermic and the other endothermic.

The DTA curve of hexane is flat in SOnte portions and is

initially exothermic, possibly this is because of superimposition

of exothermic peak on endothermic peak. The prominent one will be

observed in the DTA trace and this has rightly occured in this

case. So our expectation that hexane should produce graphitizing

carbon is not correct. In this present study hexane produced nor...

graphitizing carbon which is isotropic in nature.

In the case of an organic compound under heat-treatment

the exothermic reaction because of cross linking somewhere in the

initial portion of the DTA trace indicates non-graphitizing nature

of the sample. This is why, .hexane is said to produce non-graphiti-

zing carbon, isotropic in character.



TABLE - 7.1'

Conversion of Hexane to carbon in % on pyrolysis
AmOuntor- wt.of tne--- rn.-;-oy-u;e-----...Jt.-of Uie % of

No. of Temperature Duration the sample- Carbonised tube after carbon carbon
Observa- in °c in hours taken sample + breaking obtained
tion HCgasalonf':

with tube,
in grn. " in grn. in grn.l.n gm.

1 51.5 10 1.32 66.12 66.002' .118 8.94

2 .51.5 12 1.32 66.20 66.068 .132 10.00

3 .520 10 1.32 66.25 66.078 .172 1).03
,

4 .520 12 1.32 66.30 66.102 .198 15.00

.5 52.5 8 1.32 66.32 66.129 .191 14.47

6 52.5 10 1.32 66.30 66.069 .231 17.50

7 525 12 1.32 66.32 66.056 .264 20.00

8 530 8 1.32 66.40 66.156 .244' 18.48

9 .530 10 1 •.32 66.42 66.143 .277 21.00

10 530 12 1.32 66.43 66.10 .330 2.5.00
r>

11 .53.5 8 1032 6h.51 66.22 .290 21.97 N
\.n

< Contd.

,--.<,'-~.
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TABLE - B

Variation of pressure with temperature at different heat-treatment
duration during the initial carbonisation of hexane in sealed tube

Pressure
No. of Temperature .Duration wt. of the wt. of wt. of developed in
Observa- in °C. in hollrs sample taken carbon HC the sealed
tion obtained tube

in gro. in gro•. in gro. in atm.

1 515 10 1.32 .118 1.202 533.87

2 515 12 1.32 .1)2 1.188 529.83

3 520 10 1.32 .172 1.148 515.12

4 520 12 1.32 .198 1~122 507.69

5 525 8 1.32 .191 . 1.129 506.48,

6 525 10 1.32 .231 1.089 495.17

7 525 12 1.J2 .264 1.056 485.72

8 530 8 1.J2 .244 1.076 488.45

9 5JO 10 1.J2 .277 1.043 479.16

464.23
~

10 5JO 12 1.32 .J3O 0.990 N
--.J

11 535 8 1.J2 .290 1.0JO 472.53

Contd.
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(Contd. )
Variation. of pressure with temperature at different heat-treatment

. duration during the initial carbonisation of hexane in sealed tube

Pressure
No. of Temperature Duration Wt. of the Wt.of Wt. of developed
Obser- in °C' in hours sample ,taken carbon HC in the
vation obtained sealed tube

in gro. in gro. in gro. in atm.

12 5)5 10 1.)2 .))0 0.990 461. )6

1) 5)5 12 1.)2 .)8) 0.9)7 446.52

14 540 8 1.)2 .))0 0.990 458.52

15 540 10 1.)2 .)8) 0.9)7 44).71

16 540 12 1.)2 .422 0.898 4)2.94

17 545 8 1.)2 .)70 0.950 444.69

18 545 10 .1.)2 .416 .0.904 4)1.97

19 545 12 1.)2 .462 0.858 419.26

20 550 8 1.)2 .)96 0.924 4)4.83

21 550 10 1.)2 .449 0.871 420.27

22 550 12 1.)2 .488 0.8)2 409.56 ~
E8
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Fig. 7.2, Thermal analysis curve of partially carbonised hexane

(C6 H14) on heat-.treatment at 500°C for a duration
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Fig. "7.5 TGA trace of pnrtially carbonised hexane (C6 H'4) on heat -

trea tment at 500°C fo r a duration of 12 hours.
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. .
Plate 7.1 I A locally manufactured solenoidal elec~ric.furnace

having temperature range upto800oC.. .
•

Plate 7.2 I REICHERT METAYERT Polarizing Microscope equipped with
35 mm kam ES2 camera.
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, " . '7.) I Physical nppearance of carbon prepared from Hexane.
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•

oto ,9-KJ C for a7,5 I Mesophase spherules in benzene heat-treated
duration of 10 hours.

7',4 I, Physical appearance of carbon prepared from Hexan'l'
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Plate 7.6

I

•

Polarized-light photomicrograph of Hexane en heat-treatment
at 9Woc for 10 hours.

Plate 7.7 Polarized_light'photomicrograpo of HexaDB on heat-treatment
at 540°C for 12 hours.

Plate 7.8 I polarized~light photomicror,raph of Hexane on heat-treatment
at 54Soc for 10 hours
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Plate 7.9

Plate 7.10

Plate 7.11

Polarized-light photomicrograph of Hexane on heat-treatment
at 'P5°C for 12 hours.

Polarized-light photomicrograph of Hexane on heat-treatment
at 550°C for 10 hours •

Polarized-light photomicrograph of Hexane on heat-treatment
at 550°C for 12 hours.
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